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Abstract
With the advent of new technologies, large volumes of audio visual content have
been made available for a variety of applications. This data needs an intelligent
way to access and unlock the information within to provide users with instant
access to the required information. Spoken term detection (STD), the process
of finding all occurrences of a specified search term in a large amount of speech
segments, is a perfect solution to this requirement. The aim of this work is to
provide an open vocabulary search in multimedia contents by investigating the
effectiveness of using information related to search term frequency of appearance,
topic information, and visual information.
Lattice spotting system is deployed as a state-of-the-art STD system to provide
an open vocabulary search. Through a set of experiments, the effectiveness of
language models is investigated, which shows that language models help speech
recognition and also helps STD. However, in the case of searching for rare terms,
language models degrade the performance of STD. Considering the expected fre-
quency of the search term in the indexed documents as the first source of in-
formation, a novel hybrid approach is presented, making use of language models
based on the frequency of the appearance of the search term, which switches the
language model off for rare terms. It is shown that this method outperforms the
baseline STD system.
ii
As another source, topic information of the speech documents is used in STD. In
this research, topic information is used in two stages. In the first stage, different
topic dependent language models are created and used for indexing the database.
In the next stage, the distance between the search term phone sequence and the
phone sequences in the database is modified through a novel technique for search-
ing a query. Experiments show that both approaches improve the performance
of the STD system.
Visual information in the form of lip movements of the speaker, which is known
to be valuable in audio visual speech processing, is also shown to provide im-
provements for STD in this research. A novel approach to train audio visual
models is proposed to tackle the problem of low-resourced annotated audio visual
databases. First, cross database training is proposed as a novel method using
the fused hidden Markov modelling technique (HMM), which is used to train an
audio model using extensive large and publicly available audio databases; then it
is adapted to the visual data of the given audio visual database. This approach
is shown to perform better than standard HMM joint-training method and also
improves the performance of STD when used in the indexing stage. In another
attempt, the external audio models are first adapted to the audio data of the
given audio visual database and then they are adapted to the visual data. This
approach also improves both phone recognition and STD accuracy. Finally, the
cross database training technique is used as HMM initialisation and an extra
parameter re-estimation step is applied on the initialised models using the well-
known Baum Welch technique. This approach has also shown slight improvement
for phone recognition and STD. However, it is prone to over-training.
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1.1 Motivation and overview
With the advent of new technologies, large video repositories containing record-
ed lectures, news broadcasts, multimedia messaging services, and conversational
telephone speech have become available. As an example, 300 hours of video are
uploaded to YouTube every minute, more than 1 billion unique users visit Y-
ouTube every month, and over 6 billion hours of video are watched each month
on YouTube 1. Therefore, new technologies are required to unlock video docu-
ments and retrieve related video documents based on users’ queries. The speech
information within these video documents is of particular importance, as it is
the most important human communication medium and people use it to convey
information naturally and quickly.
Automatic speech processing refers to the science and technology of analysing
speech-related information contained in an utterance. There is a spectrum of
1https://www.youtube.com/yt/press/statistics.html
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approaches for automatic speech processing, each of which perform some sort
of analysis on speech documents to fulfill the required goal of various speech
applications such as speech recognition, speaker recognition, speech search and
so on. Among these applications, spoken term detection (STD) is the one that
has emerged to fulfil the goal of search within speech documents and is defined as
the process of finding all occurrences of a specified search term in a large audio
database.
STD forms the basis for many speech search applications. In security applications,
STD could be used to automatically detect security-related words such as “terror”
or “bomb” in telephone conversations, multimedia chats, or even video files shared
through social networks. Obviously, it is not possible to make people inspect these
speech documents one by one and categorise them as containing a set of words or
being clear of them. It is also against the privacy of individuals to inspect their
private conversations. However, a computer system being able to find a given
word in a large amount of multimedia data would be desirable in such situations.
Another area which benefits from STD is web-based search. Currently, most web-
based search engines search for the input word in the text of web pages. Searching
for query terms in the multimedia content, to detect spoken words within it is a
need for today’s rapidly growing collection of multimedia content on the internet.
The same search application on multimedia contents of personal computers is
also required. There are usually un-labeled multimedia files in each computer,
which makes it hard to select the one video file about a specific event. However,
if users could search for videos that contain a specific word/s that are likely to be
spoken in the desired event, they could retrieve the related video files and STD
is the right solution to this need.
With the fast progress in internet speed and capacity during the last decades,
using multimedia chat services has become a usual way of communication between
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people. STD could help to retrieve the related multimedia documents from these
archives by searching for a word that users remember they have said during their
conversation over the Internet and this has actually made STD a very interesting
research area to multimedia chat service providers. STD could also be helpful in
other speech processing applications. For example, topic of speech segments can
be detected by using STD. This could be done by defining a set of related terms
for each topic and then searching each set within multimedia files. The topic
of the conversation would then be selected as the one that has the most related
words returned by the search process using the STD system.
In order to be able to use an STD system in real-world situations, it should
support the search for any given query term in any multimedia document in their
collection in the minimum time. Some STD systems are vocabulary dependent
and only support search for a specific set of words. However, in an ideal case, the
STD system should accept any query term and produce corresponding results.
Another issue in STD systems is robustness to noise. STD systems may perform
quite well on searching clean audio segments. However, in searching in noisy files,
their performance degrades significantly. Finally, the search should be performed
very fast so that it could be used in real-world applications and produce the
search results as soon as the query term is specified by users.
Modern STD systems perform the search process in 2 basic steps: indexing and
search. The indexing stage prepares an intermediate representation of the doc-
uments in the database, referred to as the index. The reason for this stage is
that by indexing, the search process would be faster, as indexing is performed
off-line and a lot of the processing burden is carried before search time. The
second phase, search, then utilises the index to perform rapid detection of the
query terms. Indexing is done just one time, for preparation of the dataset, and
a search is done separately once for each query term. The indexing plays an
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important role in the accuracy of the final STD system and the accuracy of the
STD system is directly affected by the accuracy of indexing. Indexing basically
involves a speech recognition engine. As a result, STD is greatly related to speech
recognition and it is possible to use most of the techniques for speech recognition
for STD. Particularly, topic dependent and audio visual speech recognition could
be investigated for STD, as they have been successfully applied to the speech
recognition task.
So far, most of the techniques used for STD have only used audio information.
In this research other sources of information will be investigated, which could
help the indexing and search process to be performed more accurately and more
robustly than in the noisy conditions on video documents. Particularly, topic in-
formation and visual information of the video documents will be used in addition
to audio information to improve STD performance. This especially helps when
the audio source is contaminated by noise. In such situations, combining topic
and visual information could help to compensate the errors introduced because
of audio noise.
When a person knows the topic of the conversation, they may have a better
chance to recognise the spoken words. As an example, the pronunciation of the
phrases “white house” and “light house” only differs in one phone and they are
likely to be confused with each other. However, if the topic of the conversation
is politics, then the spoken term is much more likely to be “white house” rather
than “light house”. This example clearly shows that knowing the topic of the
conversation could guide us to recognise the spoken words more accurately. In
this research we will investigate the effect of involving topic information in spoken
term detection.
Another source of information that has been shown to improve speech recogni-
tion performance is the visual source. Human speech perception is bimodal in
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nature; humans combine audio and visual information in deciding what has been
spoken, especially in noisy environments. The visual modality benefit to speech
intelligibility in noise has been quantified as far back as in the research of Sumby
et al. in 1954 [123]. As an example, Massaro et al. [81] showed that the unvoiced
consonants /p/ (a bilabial) and /k/ (a velar), the voiced consonant pair /b/ and
/d/ (a bilabial and alveolar, respectively), and the nasal /m/ (a bilabial) from
the nasal alveolar /n/ are highly confusable in acoustic space. These pairs of
phones are highly confusable in acoustic space. But adding visual information in
the form of lip movements of the speaker, could help better speech perception.
The visual source of information in the form of lip region of the speaker is also
investigated in this research to improve the STD performance.
In order to ensure the wide spread deployment of STD technology in many prac-
tical situations where STD is desirable, other sources of information should be
used to improve the performance of acoustic STD to make it usable in real world
applications. There are a number of sources of information which could be inves-
tigated for this purpose. For instance, the information related to the expected
frequency of the search term in the indexed documents could be investigated for
STD. The topic of the video documents could also be used as prior knowledge.
In addition, visual information in the form of the lip movements of the speakers
could be used as an extra source to improve the performance of STD. The main
challenge in this research is to incorporate these extra sources of information in
addition to the audio source to improve the performance of STD.
1.2 Objectives
The broad scope of this PhD research is to address the above-mentioned major
challenge, which could pave the way to successful implementation of efficient and
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accurate STD. The outcome of the research is of benefit to many applications of
STD technology.
Recently, dynamic match lattice spotting (DMLS) [128] has been developed for
phonetic STD. This system creates an intermediate representation of audio seg-
ments in the indexing stage by putting all possible recognised phone sequences
along with their timing and confidence scores. The search process exploits this
database and finds all phone sequences that match with the sequence of phones
in the query term by using a similarity matching technique. This system will be
explained in detail in Chapter 3
In this research, we will use the DMLS system, which is one of the state-of-the-art
approaches to STD, and will try to improve it to provide an accurate and open
vocabulary STD system. We will have a comprehensive analysis on a variety of
query terms based on their expected frequency in the indexed documents and
will propose novel methods to improve the performance of the DMLS system
according to different types of acoustic and language models used in the indexing
stage.
In order to incorporate topic information, language modelling techniques will be
used to provide topic information in both the indexing and search stages of the
DMLS system. We will propose new methods to provide more information to
the DMLS system using the topic dependent language model probability of the
indexed phone sequences in the database and also the language model probability
of the search term according to the topic of the indexed audio segment.
Speaker lip movement is also used as an extra source of information to improve
the DMLS performance. Novel methods will be investigated to extract the mouth
region of the talking faces in video documents and extracted visual information
will be used based on cross-database training of audio visual models, which in-
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tegrates both audio and visual information in a way that it copes with limited
training data for indexing. We will investigate the effect of this technique on
phone recognition accuracy in the indexing stage and also its effect on the final
STD system.
1.3 Outline of thesis
The remaining chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides an overview of the fundamentals of speech processing.
The significant focus is given to hidden Markov models as the most
extensively used modelling technique for indexing a collection of speech
segments. A thorough review of STD technologies will also be presented in
this chapter followed by a detailed review of STD evaluation metrics.
• Chapter 3 describes the recent state-of-the-art two-step DMLS system,
which serves as the baseline system for this research. The effect of language
modelling on STD accuracy will also be proposed in this chapter.
• Chapter 4 introduces the usage of topic information in STD. Topic
information is used in the indexing stage and also in the search stage to
provide improvement in STD accuracy.
• Chapter 5 forms the visual front end part of the audio-visual STD system
and explains the mouth region detection, visual feature extraction, and
voice activity detection approaches used in this research.
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• Chapter 6 investigates different techniques for integrating audio and
visual information for phone recognition. A novel method is proposed
to make use of different databases to increase the power of audio-visual
models. This will be further investigated through a set of experiments.
• Chapter 7 then provides description of how to make use of the phone
recognition methods introduced in Chapter 6 to search for query terms
using both audio and visual information in an audio visual STD system.
• Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with an overview of the contributions
of this research and provides some suggestions and future work directions
for further research in audio visual phonetic STD.
1.4 Original contributions
This research programme has contributed to the field of STD, by addressing
the challenges identified above. The major contributions of this research which
advances the state-of-the-art in STD research, are summarised below.
1. This work improves the performance of the DMLS system by making a
decision regarding usage of language models based on the probability of the
search term according to the language model. It is shown in Chapter 4
that using language models in the decoding stage for common terms would
improve the accuracy of the STD system, while in the case of rare terms,
switching language model off would increase the accuracy of search.
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2. In Chapter 4 a novel topic dependent STD system is proposed which makes
use of topic information during the indexing stage. A separate set of top-
ic dependent language models were created for each topic and each topic
dependent language model was used for decoding corresponding speech seg-
ments. This is shown to improve the indexing accuracy and also translates
into improvement in STD accuracy.
3. A new method is proposed in Chapter 4 to incorporate topic information in
the search stage. This information is used as the probability of the search
term according to the topic of the indexed document to refine the score of
the putative occurrences of the search term. It is shown that this technique
improves the STD accuracy.
4. In Chapter 5, voice activity detection was performed with a new technique,
which integrates both audio and visual information and makes use of optical
flow of the lip images to detect the time periods that contain visual speech.
5. A novel technique was proposed to cope with the limited amount of data
available for audio visual phone recognition in Chapter 6. Cross-database
training of fused hidden Markov models was proposed to make use of exter-
nal extensive audio databases to train an initial audio model and adapt the
trained audio models on the visual data of the given audio-visual database.
We found that using the proposed cross database trained acoustic models
improves the phone recognition performance.
6. Another new framework was proposed in Chapter 6 for audio-visual training
of hidden Markov models. In this framework, after training an initial audio
model on external large databases, resulting models were adapted to audio
data of the given audio-visual database using the maximum likelihood linear
regression adaptation method, and then it was adapted to visual observa-
tions of the given audio-visual database using the proposed cross database
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training approach. The results show that this approach outperforms the
proposed cross database training method.
7. Post training of the cross databased trained acoustic models was also pro-
posed to re-estimate audio visual hidden Markov model parameters using
the joint training method on internal audio visual observations of the given
audio visual database. Results of phone recognition experiments show that
this method provides slight improvement over the cross database training
approach.
8. In Chapter 7, the audio-visual phone recognition methods proposed in
Chapter 6 were used in the indexing stage of the baseline STD system and
it was shown that they provide improvement over the baseline audio-only
STD system. Particularly, it was shown that this method is more robust to
noise.
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Chapter 2
An Overview of Spoken Term
Detection Technology
2.1 Introduction
In the last few decades, the continuous growth path of technology resulted in
large volumes of speech data being stored and shared to a lot of people around
the world. This massive amount of speech data thus has become a rich collection
of knowledge, which could be exploited in a variety of applications. However, it
is not possible to categorise and review each speech segment of this large volume
of speech data manually. New technologies are required to unlock this data and
provide efficient and intelligent access to large speech collections.
Speech processing is the application of digital signal processing techniques to
processing and analysis of speech signals. There are a variety of applications
on speech processing. Speech coding takes speech signals and compresses them
to take less storage. Speech recognition is the process of recognising the words
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or sub-word units spoken in a signal. Speaker verification/identification treats
speech signals as biometric information and specifies who is the speaker or if
the speaker is the same as the claimed identity. Speech enhancement is another
application that aims at improving the quality of speech signals by removing
the noise within. With the rapid development of new technologies and massive
amounts of speech-related data in the form of audio and video documents being
available to people, speech search applications have attracted many researchers
in the last few decades [78].
STD is an approach to spoken word search applications and is defined as de-
tecting all occurrences of a specified search term in the form of a single word or
multiple words in a large collection of audio data [91]. This chapter provides an
introduction to general topics in automatic speech recognition, including speech
signal description, feature extraction, and speech classification. Then it is fol-
lowed by a detailed description of the STD systems developed so far. Different
performance measures proposed for STD evaluation are introduced next and a
summary of the chapter is presented at the end.
2.2 Introduction to speech processing
Speech processing is the application of digital signal processing techniques to
processing and analysis of speech signals. In order to apply digital signal pro-
cessing techniques to speech processing problems, it is necessary to understand
the fundamentals of the human speech production process. In this section, an
overview of speech production in humans is presented, which is followed by defin-
ing the smallest linguistically distinguishable speech units and then a description
of different feature extraction and speech classification methods.
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2.2.1 Human speech production
Human speech signal is produced as a result of expulsion of air from the lungs
through the vocal folds and articulation by the vocal tract. This process is de-
picted in Figure 2.1. If the vocal folds are relaxed, the produced sound is said
to be unvoiced, otherwise it is classified as a voiced sound, which means that the
vocal folds are vibrated by the airflow coming from the lungs. The airstream
which moves through the lungs and vocal folds is influenced by the articulators
in the vocal tract. These articulators include lips, teeth, and tongue. As an
example, the sound of /d/ is the result of obstruction of the airflow using teeth.
The produced sounds could also be classified according to the place and manner
of articulation in the vocal tract. For example, if there is little obstruction in the
air flow when producing a sound, it is said to be a fricative sound. Accordingly,
if the obstruction is complete, the produced sound is considered as a stop sound.
Most of the articulators are visible when a person is talking and the tongue,
teeth, and lips of the speaker could help the listener to disambiguate the per-
ceived sounds. This visual side of the speech production system is beneficial to
human speech perception [81], especially in noisy environments and for acous-
tically ambiguous sounds like /g/ and /d/. In fact, lip-reading, which aims to
recognise speech using only visual information in the form of lip movements of
the speakers, is a very active research area [102].
2.2.2 Phonemes and visemes
A phoneme is the smallest speech unit which is linguistically distinguishable.
Each word consists of a sequence of phonemes and if two words differ in only
one phoneme, they do not have the same meaning. For example, the meaning
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Figure 2.1: Human speech production mechanism from Gray et al. 1918 [37]
of the words “light” and “white” is different because of the different phonemes,
/l/ and /wh/, in the beginning of them. The International Phonetic Alphabet
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aa b ey k p uw ae
ch f l r v ah d
g m s w ao dh hh
n sh wh aw eh ih nx
t y ax en iy ow th
z ay er jh oy uh zh
Table 2.1: The English phoneme set used throughout this research
(IPA) [118] organisation has published a 107-phoneme set as the standard list of
all existing phonemes in different languages. This work targets English language
and its phoneme set. The set of phonemes that are used in this work is given in
Table 2.1.
Phonemes are divided into two general categories. The first category consists
of vowels. Vowels are voiced sounds in which the vocal tract does not change
during production. For example, in producing vowel /aa/ the mouth stays open
constantly during the production and teeth or lips or tongue do not move. The
second category consists of consonants, which, in contrast to vowels, experience
some form of change in the vocal tract during production. Consonants could be
voiced or unvoiced and could be recognised according to the place and manner of
articulation (see Table 2.2).
Visemes are considered to be equivalent to phonemes. However, rather than
making a linguistic difference, visemes are based on visual distinction. Since
some of the articulators are not visible when producing phonemes, there is no
one-to-one relationship between phoneme set and viseme set and each viseme
may correspond to more than one phoneme. Chen [15] suggested a 23-viseme set
for the English 50-phoneme set. Nevertheless, there is no standard grouping of
phonemes for defining visemes.
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U f s sh
V v z zh
Trills V r
Nasals V m n
Liquids V l
Glide V y
Table 2.2: The place and manner of articulation for different consonants. The
second column indicates whether the consonant is voiced (V) or unvoiced (U).
2.2.3 Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the process of transforming the speech samples into a multi-
dimensional feature space, so that the produced feature vectors provide the most
significant amount of distinction among each speech class under consideration.
Speech is a non-stationary signal, which means that its statistical characteristic-
s change over time. The vocal tract changes shape slowly and it is reasonable
to assume that the vocal tract has a fixed characteristic over a time interval of
the order of about 10 milliseconds [107]. As a result, audio feature extraction
is performed for each 10-20 millisecond audio frame. Audio and visual feature
extraction for speech processing is a very mature research area [19, 97, 107, 135].
This section will briefly review the mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC)
and perceptual linear prediction (PLP) coefficients as acoustic features and hier-
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archical linear discriminant analysis (LDA) features as visual features which are
used throughout this research.
Acoustic features
PLP and MFCC features [42] are popularly used for many acoustic speech process-
ing tasks [43, 127, 132]. In order to extract these features, initially a pre-emphasis
function is used to omit the effect of sudden changes of continuous speech sig-
nal. In the next step, a Hamming window function is applied on 25-millisecond
windows every 10 millisecond. Filter bank analysis is then performed on each
windowed frame. This analysis is based on non-linear frequency perception of
a human’s ear, which can be modelled by a triangular filter bank across the








After calculating the filter bank, each window of the signal is transformed to the
frequency domain, using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Then each filter bank is
multiplied by its corresponding FFT power spectrum. The resulting coefficients
of each filter bank are summed up to produce N weighted sums for the N filters
defined for the filter bank [mi : 1 < i < N ].
At this stage, MFCC features can be extracted by getting discrete cosine transfor-














However, before getting the DCT, if the coefficients produced by the filter banks
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are first weighted according to the equal loudness curve and compressed by taking
the cubic root [m′i : 1 < i < N ], this will produce the PLP features.
Once the PLP or MFCC features are calculated, in order to capture the dynamic
characteristics of the acoustic signal, delta and delta-delta features could also
be extracted and appended to the initial feature vector. Delta coefficients are
calculated using the following equation,
dt =
∑N






Delta-delta coefficients are calculated in the same way, but rather than using the
static features, they are calculated using delta coefficients.
Visual features
LDA features [26] are commonly extracted from lip images for visual speech
processing tasks [52, 92, 105] and are performed on a sequence of images to
extract features representing visual speech information. In order to extract LDA
features, first a visual front-end system is required to detect a region of the given
image which is assumed to contain speech information. This region is known as
the region of interest (ROI). Details regarding the visual front-end system is given
in Chapter 5.
After detecting the ROI in an image for speech processing, LDA features can be
extracted. The ROI image for visual speech processing usually contains the mouth
of the speaker in the image. Image normalisation could be performed by removing
the mean of the pixel values in an image to remove any irrelevant information, like
illumination or speaker variance. This could be done by removing the mean of the
pixel values in ROI over the video segment in each image [76]. The normalisation
could also be performed after feature extraction, as in the speech-reading study by
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Potamianos et al [106]. In this work, image normalisation in pixel level is chosen,
as it has been shown to work slightly better in the ability to handle variations in
illuminations, speaker pose and appearance [76].
One disadvantage of the LDA approach is that it does not perform well on high-
dimensional feature vectors. The dimensionality of the ROI gray-scale images is
usually around 30 × 20 which produces a 600 dimensional feature vector which
is very high dimensional; LDA cannot manage to perform well on such feature
vectors. For this reason, initially a DCT transformation is applied to produce a
compact representation of the ROI gray-scale feature vector.
A two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to the mean-
























where I ′t(x, y) denotes the gray-scale value of the pixel in position x, y of the
mean-removed ROI, and cx, cy are defined by,
ca =
 1√2 a = 01 a 6= 0
 (2.5)
The complete DCT transform produces another representation of the given image
in frequency space with the same dimensions. However, by using DCT, most of
the energy of the image is located in the low-order coefficients. In order to
achieve a compact representation of the image, this characteristic of the DCT
can be utilised by discarding the high-order coefficients from the DCT vector.
This can be achieved by using a zig-zag scheme, presented in Figure 2.2. In this
approach, by starting from the top left element of the 2-D DCT vector, the first
DS elements of the 2-D DCT features are selected as the static feature vector for
the ROI.
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Figure 2.2: Selection of a portion of DCT features using a zig-zag scheme to
produce a compact representation of 2-D DCT feature vectors.
Delta and delta-delta of DCT features could also be calculated and appended to
the static features in the same way as described for acoustic features. The final
stage to extract LDA features is to perform LDA analysis on the resulted DCT
feature vectors.
In order to capture the dynamic characteristics of visual speech, initially J
preceding DCT vectors and J following DCT feature vectors are concatenated
around the current DCT feature vector, which results in a feature vector of size
DC =
[






. In the next step, the LDA algorithm is applied on the
resulting feature vectors which aims to produce a transformation matrix that pro-
vides the least classification error over a set of known classes. This is achieved by
minimising the within-class dispersion, while maximising the between-class dis-
tance. Therefore, within-class scatter matrix Sw and between-class scatter matrix
Sb are defined based upon the statistics of the training data in their own class
and based upon the distribution of the whole training data respectively and are









P (a)(µa − µ0)(µa − µ0)T (2.7)
where P (a) represents the likelihood of the training data belonging to class a, Σa
is the covariance matrix of the ath class, µa is the mean of the ath class and µ0 is












∣∣∣WDLDASb (WLDA)T ∣∣∣∣∣∣WDLDASw (WLDA)T ∣∣∣ (2.9)
where |m| denotes the determinate of matrix m. Maximisation of (2.9) can be
solved by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix pair (Sb, Sw)
so that SbF = SwFD where F contains the eigenvalues in its columns, F =
[f1, ..., fDC ] and the D
C highest eigenvalues from the diagonals of D. The LDA
transformation matrix is then defined as the transpose of the eigenvector matrix
and the eigenvalues are discarded.
WDLDA = F
T (2.10)
At this stage, the dimensionality of the final LDA feature vector can be limited by
selecting only the first DD eigenvectors in W
D
LDA resulting in W
′D
LDA as the final
LDA transformation matrix. Eventually, once the final LDA matrix is calculated,
the concatenated mean-removed DCT feature vector, oCt , can be transformed into
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2.2.4 Speech classification
The aim of classification is assigning feature vectors to one of a pre-specified
set of classes. Before a classifier can make a decision regarding the class of
observation vectors, it should be trained on a set of training data. Classifiers could
be divided into generative and discriminative models. Generative models contrast
with discriminative models, in that a generative model is a full probabilistic
model of all variables, whereas a discriminative model provides a model only
for the target variables conditional on the observed variables. They can also be
categorised as parametric and non-parametric models.
Non-parametric classifiers use simple methods for classification; they have no
major assumption of the class distributions and usually choose the class of a test
data based on the class of known data. K nearest neighbour is one example of
non-parametric classifiers which chooses the class of the k closest samples as the
class of the test data. Dynamic time warping [114], which is an algorithm for
dynamically measuring similarity between two temporal sequences, which may
vary in time or speed, can be used with this method to calculate the distance of
the test data with known training data to find the k closest samples [38]. These
methods usually need to save all the training data, which can have large storage
requirements. When the training data is limited, a non-parametric classifier is a
good solution for classification problem.
In contrast to non-parametric classifiers, parametric classifiers make an assump-
tion regarding the form or model of the classes and then try to learn the pa-
rameters of this model. By doing so, the large amount of training data is not
needed to be kept in storage, since the parameters of the model are considered to
represent the training data. Artificial neural networks [83], which are generally
presented as systems of interconnected “neurons” in different layers and can com-
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pute values from inputs, and support vector machine, which is a representation
of the examples as points in space mapped so that the examples of the separate
categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible, are examples of
parametric models.
In speech classification, the classes of speech can be defined as phones, sub-
words, words, etc. Several classification methods have been applied for speech
processing tasks. Support vector machines [119] and neural networks [66] are some
examples of classification methods applied on speech recognition tasks. Hidden
Markov models (HMM), are by far the most extensively used classifier in speech
processing tasks [32]. In this section the fundamentals of HMMs are described in
detail. This section will introduce Gaussian mixture models (GMM) and single-
stream HMMs. Multi-stream HMMs, which are used for joint audio visual speech
processing tasks, are covered in Chapter 6.
2.2.5 Gaussian mixture model
GMMs are a method for modelling and are based on the theorem that a large
number of measurements leads to a Gaussian distribution [26]. GMMs model each






where o is a D-dimensional feature vector, bi(o) is the Gaussian density function
for mixture i and wi is the weight of mixture i. The sum of the weights should
be equal to 1. Each Gaussian density function is a D-variate normal distribution
function which is defined by,








(o− µi)′Σ−1i (o− µi)
}
, (2.13)
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where µi and Σi are the mean vector and covariance matrix for Gaussian i re-
spectively. As a result, a GMM can be represented as λ = [λ1, λ2, ..., λM ] =
[w1, µ1,Σ1, w2, µ2,Σ2, ...wM , µM ,ΣM ].
Training a GMM involves estimating the parameters of the model by fitting them
on a set of training data. This process is done using maximum likelihood estima-
tion. In this approach, the likelihood of a given set of GMM parameters producing
a set of observation vectors O of size N (O = {o1, o2, ..., oN}) drawn from one of
the classes being modelled is given by,








A single Gaussian’s parameters can be calculated directly by examining the da-
ta. However, determining the parameters of a GMM with multiple Gaussians is
usually performed by using expectation maximisation (EM) [10] approach.
EM is basically an iterative approach, which is used to improve the estimation of
the parameter vector according to the likelihood of the observations being fitted
by the parameter vector. For estimating GMM parameters, an EM algorithm is
performed to train mixture i of the GMM according to the following four steps:
1. Initialisation: set λ
{0}
i to initial value, set t = 0.
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4. Iterate: t = t + 1, repeat from step 2 until Υ(λ
{t}
i |O) − Υ(λ{t−1}i |O) ≤
Threshold or t = T .
where λ
{t}
i is the estimation of λi at step t, Threshold is a pre-specified conver-
gence threshold, and T is the maximum number of iterations permitted.
Usually, in order to achieve the best performance, initial parameters of the G-
MM are set based on k-means clustering to choose M clusters from the training
observations and initialise λ
{0}
i based on one mixture for each cluster. K-means
clustering was chosen for initialising GMMs throughout this thesis.
In the expectation step, the likelihood of the current parameter vector λ
{t}
i fitting









The maximisation step uses the calculated likelihoods and recalculates the pa-
rameters to determine the likelihood that observation on is covered by mixture i


















At last, the iterative step checks if the parameters are converged to stop the
algorithm.
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Figure 2.3: The topology of a 3-state left-to-right HMM used commonly for phone
recognition, from Dean 2008 [20] with permission
2.2.6 Hidden Markov model
Speech is a non-stationary signal whose statistical parameters like mean, vari-
ance and covariance change over time. HMM is a well established mathematical
modelling technique which has been widely used for modelling speech units and
classification of different speech events. HMM gets its name from two defining
properties. First, it assumes that the observation at time t was generated by
some process, the state of which, St, is hidden from the observer. Second, it
assumes that the state of this hidden process satisfies the Markov property [107],
that is, the current state is only dependent on the previous state. The topology
of a typical left-to-right HMM, which is commonly used for phone recognition, is
shown in Figure 2.3. Each state is modelled by a GMM.
In order to recognise speech, the observation sequence is passed to different H-
MMs, which correspond to different speech classes, each one of which produces a
probability value indicating how much likely it is that the observation sequence
belongs to the class corresponding to that particular HMM. The one correspond-
ing to the highest value is then selected as the class of the input speech segment.
If the observation sequence is given by O = [o1, o2, ..., OT ], then the probability
of getting this observation sequence from the HMM is calculated over all possible
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P (O|q, λ)P (q|λ), (2.20)
where λ denotes the HMM model represented by its parameters, P (O|q, λ) repre-
sents the output emission probabilities density, and P (q|λ) denotes the sequence
probability. If the probability of the initial state is defined by pii = P (q1 = i),
the probability of a state sequence (q) within an HMM is given by the product





= piq1aq1q2aq2q3 ...aqT−1qT (2.21)
Given that states of HMM are independent, the output emission probability den-
sity can be represented as the product of state-specific emission densities over
time,








where bi(ot) is the output emission probability density function of state i. Thus,
each HMM with S states can be represented by its parameter vector as,
λ = [A,B]
= [aij, bi(o) : 1 ≤ i ≤ S, 1 ≤ j ≤ S] (2.23)
In continuous HMMs, the output emission probability function in each state is
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where wjm, µjm, and Σjm are the weights, mean vector, and covariance matrix of
each mixture in the GMM respectively.
There are ST possible paths through each HMM, which makes it prohibitive
to calculate the probabilities over all possible paths. Viterbi approximation is
an approach to simplify this process by calculating the probability only for the
most likely path through the state machine. This process is done by the Viterbi
decoding algorithm.
Viterbi decoding
The Viterbi decoding algorithm is an approach to find the most likely state se-
quence, q′ ∈ q, of the given observation sequence. In this method, for each time
stamp only S possible paths are examined instead of St paths, which simplifies
finding the most likely paths. Although it does not guarantee finding the best
path, it has shown to work effectively for speech processing and other applications
of HMMs [107, 140].
The auxiliary function δt(j) denotes the probability of arriving in state j at time
t through the most likely path and another auxiliary function, ψt(j) is used to
save the best state sequence for the given observation sequence.
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In the beginning, these parameters are initialised for each state at time t = 1 as,
δ1(j) = pijbj(o1), 1 ≤ j ≤ S
ψ1(j) = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ S, (2.25)
then at each step t, the most likely previous state is chosen for current state and
the current probability is calculated recursively:
δt(j) = max
1≤i≤S
[δt−1(i)aij]bj(ot), 2 ≤ t ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ S
ψt(j) = argmax
1≤i≤S
[δt−1(i)], 2 ≤ t ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ S. (2.26)
So at each time t, δt(j) keeps the probability of arriving at state j from the
most likely path and ψt(j) keeps the best path so far. As a result, at the final











t+1), t = T − 1, T − 2, ..., 1 (2.28)
2.2.7 HMM training
Training a HMM is the process of estimating the HMM parameter vector λ,
defined in (2.23), using a set of training observation sequences {O1, O2, ..., ON}.
An EM algorithm is applied for HMM training, which consists of two steps. First,
Viterbi training is applied which initialises the parameters as a suitable starting
point. The second step, the Baum-Welch algorithm, then iteratively improves
parameters.
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Viterbi training
In HMM training, the Viterbi algorithm is used to provide a first good guess of
the parameter vector λ. Initially it divides the observation vectors into S equal
segments. Then the Viterbi decoding algorithm described in Section 2.2.6 is per-
formed to find the best alignment of the observations on the HMM states. After
that, state-transition probabilities of the HMM can be calculated as the propor-
tion of the total number of transitions from state i to state j in the best state
sequence found by the Viterbi decoding algorithm over all N training observation





where Aij is the total number of transitions from state i to state j in the best
state sequence over all N training observation sequences.
After finding the best state sequence for all observations and estimating state-
transition probabilities, each observation is assigned to a GMM in each state.
The parameters of each GMM including µi, Σi, and mixture weights wi can then
be estimated using standard statistical methods. The assignment of observations
within each state to each GMM is initially performed using K-means clustering,
and thereafter, by choosing the most likely mixture for each observation. After
this step, the same alignment is performed and this process continues iteratively
until the change in the HMM parameter vector is below a threshold value.
Baum-Welch training
After finding an initial estimate for HMM parameters using Viterbi training,
the Baum-Welch algorithm is used to improve parameter values in an iterative
manner. The Baum-Welch algorithm, also known as the forward-backward al-
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gorithm, calculates two probability values for each observation sequence in each
state: forward probability and backward probability.
The forward probability, αj(t) defines the probability of an observation sequence
arriving at state j at time t as,
αj(t) = p(o1o2...ot, qt = j|λ) (2.30)
The value of αj(1) which corresponds to the probability of being in state j at
t = 1 can be simply calculated as,
αj(1) = pijbj(o1), 1 ≤ j ≤ S (2.31)







bj(ot), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ S, 2 ≤ t ≤ T (2.32)
The backward probability is defined in a similar way as the probability of an
observation sequence starting at state j at time t,
βj(t) = p(ot+1ot+2...oT |qt = j, λ) (2.33)
Similar to αj(t), βj(t) can be calculated recursively using βj(T ) which is equal to
1, as it means reaching any particular state with the final observation.




αjkbk(ot+1)βk(t+ 1), 1 ≤ j, k ≤ S, 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 (2.35)
Having defined αj(t) and βj(t), the joint probability of being in state j at time
t within a complete sequence of observations, O = {o1, o2, ..., oT} can be defined
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as:
p(O, qt = j|λ) = αj(t)βj(t). (2.36)
Using this equation, we can now define the probability of being in state j at time
t for each observation sequence On separately:
Lnj (t) = p(q
n












where Pn = p(On|λ), which can be calculated using either of αnS(T ) or βn1 (1),
Pn = α
n
S(T ) = β
n
1 (1) (2.38)
Extending (2.37) for mixture m in state j to form the expectation step of the











The maximisation step of the Baum-Welch EM algorithm can then use the likeli-





































































The expectation and maximisation steps of the Baum-Welch EM algorithm are
performed iteratively by calculating (2.37) and (2.40 to 2.43) until the parameters
converge.
2.2.8 Model adaptation
Model adaptation is the process of adapting the parameters of a previous set
of trained models to a new set of observations. Rather than training domain
dependent models, adaptation techniques can be applied. In this case, by using
only a small amount of data from a new domain, a good model set can be adapted
to better fit the characteristics of this new domain. This section presents the MAP
and MLLR adaptation methods.
Maximum a posteriori adaptation
In the EM algorithm described in Section 2.2.5, each iteration aims to determine




For MAP adaptation of the previous model to a set of new observations, the
initial λ is assumed to be a random vector with a certain distribution. It is also
assumed that the previous parameter vector is correlated to the adapting obser-
vations. Therefore, the adapting data can be used to infer the final parameter
vector. Given the prior density of the parameter vector, g(λ), the MAP parameter
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If we use the MAP adaptation of the parameter vector instead of the maximum
likelihood estimation in the EM algorithm for training both GMMs and HMMs,
MAP adaptation can be performed using the same iterative approach. The MAP
adaptation can select the parameters of the model, which should be adapted
to the new set of observations. For speech applications, only the means of the
GMM mixtures are adapted to the adaptations data. In this thesis, we also only
considered adapting the mean of the mixtures and therefore the mean adaptation
is explained here. For more information on other parameters adaptation, please
refer to Lee’s publication on this topic [60].
The new mean parameter µˆjm for state j and mixture m using MAP adaptation








where τ is the weight of the priori model parameters, Pjm is the occupation
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Maximum likelihood linear regression
The maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [140] method computes a
number of transformations that will reduce the mismatch between an initial audio
model set and the adaptation data. In fact, these transformations aim to change
the mean and/or variances of the GMMs within each state of the initial audio
HMMs, so that they are more likely to generate the adaptation data.
The transformation matrix is given by:
µˆ = Wξ, (2.49)
where W is the n× (n+ 1) transformation matrix, n is the dimensionality of the
adaptation data, and ξ is the extended mean vector,
ξ = [wµ1µ2...µn]
T , (2.50)
where w represents a bias offset whose value is fixed at 1. Therefore, we can
decompose W into
W = [bA], (2.51)
where A is an n× n transformation matrix and b denotes the bias vector.
To improve the flexibility of the adaptation, it is possible to determine the appro-
priate set of base classes which share the same transformation. In this way, each
transformation is applied to a set of pre-specified classes of GMM components.
The set of Gaussians which share the same transform are referred to as a regres-
sion class (Wr) based on which, the mean of Gaussians (Mr = {m1,m2, ...,mMr})
for each particular transform are tied together. The following function is used to
estimate the transforms,









(m) + log(|Σˆmr |) + (o(t)− µˆmr)T Σˆ−1mr(o(t)− µˆmr)],
(2.52)
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where k(m) subsumes all constants and Lmr(t), the occupation likelihood is defined
as,
Lmr(t) = p(qmr(t)|M,OT ), (2.53)
and qmr(t) denotes the Gaussian component mr at time t, and OT =
{o(1), o(2), ..., o(T )} is the adaptation data. The occupation likelihood is de-
termined through the forward-backward process.
By substituting the mean vector and covariance matrix of the mixture component
mr in (2.52), and considering that the covariance matrices are diagonal,
µˆmr = Wrξmr , Σˆmr = Σmr (2.54)










rj − 2wrjk(j)Tr ), (2.55)
where wrj is the j
























Differentiating (2.55) with respect to the transform Wr and maximising it with






2.3 The development of STD
Audio search has been an ongoing research area for the last three decades [78].
STD is viewed as a variant of the speech recognition problem and many of the
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techniques meant for speech recognition are useful in STD, with some modifi-
cations [131]. Early attempts on searching speech data assumed that the set of
query terms were known at the initial stage of search [143]. Therefore, it was pos-
sible to take into account the search term-related information when performing
any speech recognition process on the audio data.
In early studies on keyword spotting, dynamic time warping and artificial neu-
ral networks were used to recognise isolated words and compare them with the
pre-specified queries. Morgan et al. [87] used three templates per keyword to find
potential keywords using dynamic time warping algorithms. An artificial neural
network was then used to accept or reject the potential occurrences of the key-
word. This work reported up to 78% detection rate for spotting in an isolated
word speech database; the false alarm rate was not reported though. Zeppen-
feld et al. [143] extended this work and used a time delay neural network and
a dynamic programming method to improve the performance of word spotting.
However, they were unable to detect keywords accurately in continuous speech.
As Thambiratnam et al. [127] stated, the reason for the limitation in these sys-
tems was that they did not consider non-keyword models and as a result, the
score of keywords was not reliable. Rose et al. [113] proposed an HMM-based
keyword spotting system in which non-keyword terms were also modelled in the
system. In this work, a keyword-filler network was used to normalise the score
of the recognized keyword according to the non-keyword filler model. Their net-
work topology is shown in Figure 2.4. The results of this approach indicated 82%
probability of detection of a 20-keyword vocabulary set at a false alarm rate of
12 false alarms per term per hour of speech.
Keyword spotting for fixed vocabulary remained successful for the tasks where
the set of keywords is specified before-hand such as message classification [112].
The first approach to vocabulary independent word spotting was proposed by









Figure 2.4: The keyword-filler network used in [113]
James et al. in 1994 [48]. In this work, all of the speech segments are first
processed off-line to generate phoneme lattices. At search time, a symmetric
dynamic programming method was applied on the stored lattices to find matches
with the query term. This approach made the search process much faster, as it
processes the speech segments off-line, which saves a lot of time during search.
This method formed the basis for many later studies [46, 47, 128, 131, 133].
In literature, sometimes the term keyword spotting has been used instead of STD.
However, according to [58], keyword spotting differs from STD in a sense that in
keyword spotting, user query is known in indexing time, while in STD the query
term is specified at search time. This makes STD more challenging, as it has no
prior knowledge of the queries being searched. According to [91], STD is defined
as the process of finding all occurrences of a specified search term in a large












Figure 2.5: General structure of STD systems
collection of speech segments. The general structure of a typical STD system is
depicted in Figure 2.5. The general process of STD involves two stages. The first
stage, indexing, provides an intermediate representation of the speech segments
and stores it in a database. The second stage, search, is then responsible to find
any putative occurrence of query terms in this intermediate database. The search
should be performed rapidly and accurately. As indexing is performed off-line and
independent of the search query, the search process is possible to be performed
fast enough to be able to be used in real-time applications.
The indexing usually involves a speech recognition engine, which is considered as
the critical component of any STD system [131], meaning that the performance of
STD systems highly depends on the performance of the recognition engine in the
indexing stage. The choice of speech units being recognised in this component
is an important parameter in that regard. Larger units, like words or phrases,
generally provide higher accuracy. While smaller units like syllables or phonemes,
suffer from high error rates, they are vocabulary independent. They can also cope
with limited training data which makes them more suitable for under-resourced
languages. Apart from that, word recognition systems rely on a vocabulary set
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which limits them to recognise any word out of their vocabulary.
A straight-forward approach to indexing audio segments is to perform word-based
indexing by producing word level transcription for each audio segment using a
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) system. Information
retrieval techniques could be applied on the 1-best word level representation of
the audio segments [29] to explore the text and find matches with the input query
terms. However, generating 1-best output of LVCSR contains errors that effect
the performance of the STD system. Instead of 1-best transcription, word lattices
generated by LVSCR are used for indexing. A word lattice is an acyclic graph, in
which each vertex represents a time stamp and each edge is labelled with a word
and its prior probability. An LVCSR based STD system was proposed by Miller
et al. [85] where posterior probabilities were estimated for word occurrences in
the LVCSR word lattices. An inverted index was constructed for each word in
the lexicon. For each word, there is a list of segments ranked by the posterior
probabilities estimated for the occurrence of that word in that segment. A similar
but compact representation of a word lattice is called a word confusion network
[39], which have also been used for STD [79]. LVCSR systems perform quite well
on recognising the words within their dictionary and as a result, this approach
has been shown to be an effective approach for in-vocabulary query terms, but
is not applicable for out of vocabulary queries [78]. The reason is that LVCSR
systems are not able to recognise any words outside their vocabulary set.
Norouzian et al. [95], proposed a method for open vocabulary STD from LVCSR
word lattices. The method is based on constructing a word-based index from
these lattices and using an approximate sub-word based algorithm for accessing
index entries from sub-word expansions of query terms. Each entry in the index
contains a list of lattice paths that are likely to contain the vocabulary word. STD
then is performed in three steps. First, a word-based index is constructed off-line
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by identifying lattice paths for each recognised word in the vocabulary. Second,
once a query term has been entered by the user, a first pass search is performed to
identify audio segments that are likely to contain the query term. The third step
involves verification of the occurrence of the search term through a detailed search
of the audio segments identified in first pass search. For this step, a constrained
and weighted phonemic distance is used to verify the occurrence of the query
term in the retrieved audio segments. Although this approach could achieve out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) query detection through approximate matching, it was not
able to detect OOV terms that have no similar corresponding term in vocabulary.
This is a major defect of such systems, since users are usually more interested
in finding proper nouns, like names of people and places which are likely to be
absent in the vocabulary set of LVCSR systems.
Sub-word based strategies have been investigated to provide open an vocabulary
query search. Phoneme indexes can be created from phoneme lattices generated
for audio segments using a phone recognition system. All the approaches used for
locating candidate audio segments for a query term involve obtaining a phonemic
expansion for the query term. Recently, Thambiratnam et al. [128] proposed dy-
namic match lattice spotting (DMLS) for open vocabulary STD. DMLS utilises
phone sequences produced by a phone recognition engine. The recognition was
based on HMMs and was done by using the HMM toolkit (HTK) [140]. To address
the issue of phone recognition errors, DMLS accommodates phone substitution,
insertion, and deletion errors and using approximate phone sequence matching,
dynamically matches the input query in the search phase. This system forms
the baseline of this research and will be covered in detail in the next chapter.
Wallace et al. [134] modified the indexing stage of the DMLS system and gener-
ated a hyper-sequence database of the sequence database which maps each phone
to a generalised hyper-phone to make the search stage faster while maintaining
accuracy. They also proposed a phone posterior feature matrix system [131],
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which tries to move some of the burden of indexing to the search phase, making
the search phase slower, but empowering the system to make use of recognition
uncertainty. In this method, instead of producing lattices of phone sequences in
the indexing phase, a probabilistic score is assigned to each frame of audio. The
recognition for indexing in this approach was based on long temporal context
proposed by Schwarz et al. [116], which determines how much likely it is that
an audio frame belongs to a particular phoneme. Then, in the search phase, a
dynamic search method is used to find the best match in the audio and finally, by
comparing the total score of dynamic search with a pre-specified threshold value,
a decision is made on this match. In general, the DMLS system was faster and
more accurate than the phone posterior feature matrix system. But it seems that
the accuracy of the phone posterior feature matrix system can be improved by
means of LMs or other optimisation methods.
Dharanipragada et al. [24], used a vocabulary prefix tree for phone recognition
and creation of phone n-grams representation for indexing stage. A table of phone
n-grams and their times of occurring is generated, which allows for indexing into
speech effectively. In the search phase, a coarse-to-detailed search strategy is
performed on the audio data, which consists of two steps: coarse acoustic match
which uses phone n-gram matching to identify regions of speech as putative word
hits. These regions generally contain a lot of false alarms. So, the second step,
detailed acoustic match, ranks these putative hits by conducting a detailed acous-
tic analysis on these regions. To improve the detection performance, Tejedor et
al. [126] presented a direct posterior-based confidence measure generated from a
neural network, which examines each putative detection and determines if it is a
reliable hit or a false alarm. In this work, a detection-independent confidence es-
timation based on the direct posterior confidence measure was proposed, in which
the decision making is separated from the term detection. Based on this idea, first
a hybrid system, which conducts the term detection and confidence estimation
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based on different sub-word units, is presented, and then a combination method,
which merges detections from heterogeneous term detectors based on the direct
posterior-based confidence, is proposed. Experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed method considerably improved system performance for English and
Spanish languages.
Recently, using different sources of information other than audio has attracted
many researchers in speech processing tasks. However, there is not a huge amount
of research in this area for STD. Liu et al. [72] proposed using visual information
in addition to audio to improve keyword spotting accuracy. They showed that
using a super vector of audio and visual features improves recognition of speech
and makes it more robust in noisy conditions, which translates into more accu-
racy for STD. Recently, Liu et al. [68] proposed integration of the decision of
audio and visual classifiers for speech recognition and using the results for key-
word spotting in human-computer interaction for a robot. The proposed method
showed improvement in keyword spotting accuracy for the Mandarin language.
These pioneering studies show that STD accuracy could be improved by deploy-
ing sources of information other than audio, which is at what this research is
aimed.
2.4 STD evaluation
The results of STD systems are evaluated in terms of accuracy and speed. In this
research, we evaluate our approaches just based on accuracy and the speed is not
a concern. The designed STD system should allow for an open vocabulary search.
Therefore, phonetic STD will be deployed in this research and phone recognition
accuracy and STD accuracy will be reported for each experiment.
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2.4.1 Evaluation challenges
In an ideal case, searching for a query term would result in related documents
with the same semantic concept. However, as the definition of STD suggests,
in this work we are interested in finding exactly what a user specified. In other
words, STD system searches for any occurrence of a search term defined by its
orthographic representation. If the inclusion of word families and related terms
of query in the search results is necessary, query expansion techniques could be
used to include more search terms in the STD system. This definition of a search
term seems simplistic. However, it may introduce some STD errors which are
inevitable in phonetic STD systems.
In a phonetic STD system, the search term is first decomposed into its phoneme
constituents and then the sequence of phonemes is searched in the recognized
phone sequences of the speech segments. The search process is responsible for
returning the locations where the target phone sequence occurs in the reference
transcript. There are situations where the phone sequence of the search term is
actually present in the output of the STD system, but it is not what the user
wanted. These cases could be categorised into two groups [131].
In the first group of such false alarms, the detected words are in the same word
family of the search term or they are different in the word boundaries. For
example, searching for the word “book”, may results in the STD system to find
the word “books”. “Some time” and “sometime” are another examples of the
word pairs that could be confused because of having discrepancies in the word
boundaries. These false alarms are very likely to be of users’ interest.
The second group of false alarms are generated because the output of the STD
has a pronunciation that, together with its surrounding words, forms the phone
sequence of the search term. For example, when searching for the word “addi-
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tional”, the word “traditional” may also be found in the STD search process.
While these types of errors should be avoided in an ideal STD search, for practi-
cal reasons, as it was suggested in [91], in this work the two mentioned types of
false alarms are not actually considered as false alarms and they are treated as
hits.
2.4.2 Classifying STD outputs
In order to determine if the output of the STD system is a hit or false alarm, a
comparison should be made between STD output, E, and the reference ground
truth, Γ. The hit operator will be used for this comparison, which defines if a
particular occurrence e ∈ E, corresponds to a true occurrence in the reference,
γ ∈ Γ. Assuming a set of search terms q ∈ Q, we define each output event of the
STD system e ∈ E, with the following attributes: qe as the search term to which
the event refers, be as the time corresponding to the beginning of the event, ne as
the duration of the event, se as the score of the event determining the confidence
of the STD system that e is the searched term, and le as a label equal to 1 for a
hit, and 0 for a false alarm. If the hit operator classifies a particular event as a
hit, then le = 1 and in case of a false alarm, le = 0.
In this research, the following hit operator used in [131], will be used which
basically considers an event as a hit if the midpoint of a reference occurrence
corresponding to the search term falls between the boundaries of a putative oc-
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currence,
γ 	 e =

0 if qe 6= qγ
0 if be ≥ midpointγ




(bγ + (bγ + nγ))
2
(2.60)
The hit operator should also take into account the other members of E and Γ
so that there is a one-to-one relationship between putative occurrences and the
ground truth. This means that for a particular reference occurrence, the STD
system should not output more than one putative occurrence. Conversely, a
putative occurrence can only be a hit for no more than one reference occurrence.
This could be formally stated as,
For any ej, ek 6=j and γi, γh6=i :
if γi 	 ej = 1, then γi 	 ek = 0if γi 	 ej = 1, then γh 	 ej = 0
(2.61)
2.4.3 Phone recognition accuracy
Phone recognition is defined as recognising the sequence of phones of a speech




where H is the number of correctly recognised phones, I is the number of incor-
rectly inserted phones, and N is the total number of actual phones in the ground
truth. We will use this criteria to report the results of our indexing experiments
in this research.
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2.4.4 STD evaluation components
Each search term is processed independently in STD systems and for each of
them, there are two possible kinds of errors that form the primitive components
of any STD evaluation measurement: miss error and false alarm error. A miss
error corresponds to the reference occurrences which do not appear in the emitted
putative occurrences of STD output. To quantify the miss error, miss rate is






where q is the search term, Eq = e ∈ E : qe = q and γq = γ ∈ Γ : qγ = q. Con-
versely, the detection rate or accuracy, which is the proportion of occurrences
correctly detected by the STD system, can be defined as,
DetectionRate(Eq,Γq) = 1−MissRate(Eq,Γq). (2.64)
False alarm error can be quantified as the number of erroneously detected occur-
rences in STD output set, normalised with a value based on the collection of data.
Normalisation is necessary as there is no specific number of non-target trials. In
STD, this normalization is done by using the number of hours of speech in the







where T is the speech collection duration in hours.
As the definition of miss rate and false alarm rate suggests, there is a trade-off
between these two metrics. Minimisation of one error results in an increase in
the other one. As an example, if the system accepts any putative occurrence as
a hit, then it is likely that the miss rate gets minimised, but as an effect of this
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decision, the false alarm rate gets increased. Therefore, it would be better if only
one metric or one plot is reported based on these two basic metrics. Figure of
merit and term weighted average metrics are two such metrics, which are designed
to uniquely evaluate STD systems; they are covered in the next section.
2.4.5 Figure of merit
Figure of merit (FOM) is a scalar value determining the accuracy of STD systems
and is defined as the average of detection rates at operating points between 0 to







where ∆ = (δ0, δ1, δ2, ..., δ10) and each σi is the threshold that results in a false
alarm rate of i. FOM is thus a value between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates a
perfect STD system. In fact, FOM is similar to the normalised area under the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot in the first 11 operating points. The
ROC plot shows the detection rate of a system at different false alarm rates and
could be used in any classification problem to visually show the performance of
a system. An example of an ROC plot is shown in Figure 2.6. This relationship
between ROC plot and FOM can help to provide a better understanding of the
meaning of FOM.
2.4.6 Term weighted value
Another metric that was proposed in the National Institute of Standards and
Technology 2006 spoken term detection evaluation [91] is the term-weighted value
(TWV) which basically assigns a value to each correct output and a cost to each
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Figure 2.6: An example of ROC plot. The FOM is equal to the average of the
detection rates at the specified 11 false alarm rate points
false alarm. TWV is calculated for a particular operating point specified by the
threshold value δ as,
V (E(δ),Γ) = 1− average
q∈Q
{S(Eq(δ),Γq)} (2.67)
S(E,Γ) = MissRate(R,Γ) + β.FARate(E,Γ), (2.68)
where β is dependent on the cost/value ratio and is usually set to 10/36. This
parameter is utilised to model the relative importance of each type of error.
TWV outputs a scalar value for each particular operating point and a value of 1
represents a perfect system. Conversely a value of 0 represents a system with no
output. Negative values are also possible for systems with too many false alarms.
Maximum term weighted value (MTWV) is another metric proposed for STD
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evaluation based on TWV, which is the maximum value of the TWV values




In contrast to FOM, TWV is reported for each particular point, which is con-
sidered as one of the weaknesses of this metric. MTWV also reports the system
performance under an operating point, which is not the same for different STD
systems. Moreover, the definition of FOM is more related to the well established
ROC curve, which makes it easy to understand. As a result, FOM is more appro-
priate for comparison between different STD systems and this research applies
FOM metric in all experiments for STD evaluation.
2.5 Chapter summary
This chapter provided an insight to the fundamentals of speech processing tasks.
The general procedure of speech production in humans was introduced. Phonemes
and visemes were explained as the smallest acoustic and visual linguistic units
that make difference in the meaning of words. This chapter described the different
stages involved in a typical speech processing task, including feature extraction
and classification. MFCC and PLP feature extraction process were explained
as two of the most widely used acoustic features for speech processing tasks.
LDA feature extraction was also described for visual feature extraction. Speech
classification methods were described next, with a particular emphasis on HMMs
as the most widely adopted approach for classifying different classes for speech
signals.
A study on the development of STD approaches was presented. Early approaches
tried to detect specific sets of query words in audio collections by modelling the
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query words. Later on, by introducing two-step approaches, speech segments
were indexed and an intermediate representation of them was generated, which
provided fast search. In order to provide an open-vocabulary search, LVCSR-
based STD systems were substituted by phonetic STD approaches, which support
the OOV search. However, they suffer from high recognition error rates and this
should be compensated in some manner. In this research, using other sources of
information in addition to audio source will be investigated in the framework of
a phonetic STD to compensate high error rates in phone recognition systems.
Performance measures for STD were presented, among which, FOM and TWV
were explained in detail as the most extensively used evaluation metrics. FOM
will be used in the experiments of this research to evaluate our STD system.

Chapter 3
Dynamic match lattice spotting
3.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, it was explained that phonetic STD can provide an open
vocabulary search. In this chapter, a state-of-the-art phonetic STD system, the
DMLS system, is described, which forms the baseline of this research. DMLS is
able to accommodate phone recognition errors by generating a cost function for
phone substitution, insertion and deletion, and uses approximate phone sequence
matching during the search. This has been shown to improve the accuracy of an
STD system. An overview of the language modelling concept is also introduced,
which is used in addition to acoustic models in the indexing stage of DMLS.
A comprehensive analysis of using language models for STD is presented and
the effect of language modelling on phone recognition and STD performance is
demonstrated.












Figure 3.1: The general structure of the DMLS system [131]
3.2 Dynamic match lattice spotting
DMLS is a two-step phonetic STD system, which uses a phone recognition en-
gine in the indexing stage that generates lattices of the audio segments. These
lattices are then traversed to find hypothesised phone sequences and are placed
into a database. The search stage is then responsible to compare the phonetic
decomposition of the search term with the entries in the database to find matches.
Since phone recognition suffers from high errors rates, DMLS applies approximate
matching in the search stage to find similar phone sequences in the database as
well. Figure 3.1 shows the structure of the DMLS system, which can be con-
figured with many settings. In this research it is configured so that it helps to
achieve the objectives of this research. For example, DMLS can perform index-
ing using different acoustic models such as monophone or triphone models. In
our later work we want to be able to line up acoustic and visual hidden Markov
models against the same observations but there is not enough visual data to train
triphone models, for the sake of comparison, the monophone acoustic model was
chosen for audio visual experiments. Details of the indexing and search process of
DMLS, which was used in this research, are explained in the following sections.
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Table 3.1: Audio feature extraction configuration
Coefficients Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP)
Zero mean source waveform Yes
Pre-emphasis coefficient Yes
Frame interval 10 ms
Hamming window length 25 ms
Filterbank analysis span 125 Hz to 3800 Hz
Filterbank channels 18
Accumulate filterbank power Yes
Number of cepstral coefficients 12 plus 0’th coefficient
plus delta and acceleration
Cepstral filter parameter 2
Use cepstral mean normalisation Yes
Table 3.2: Audio feature extraction configuration
More information regarding the DMLS system along with different configura-
tions for each stage can be obtained from the original DMLS work presented by
Thambiratnam et al. [127].
3.2.1 Indexing
Indexing involves feature extraction, generating lattices from the speech segments,
producing a searchable database by traversing the generated lattices, and also
generating cost functions for phone substitution, insertion, and deletion. Each of
these tasks could be controlled by a number of parameters.
The hidden Markov model toolkit (HTK) [140] was used to perform feature ex-
traction to reduce the dimensionality of speech. Perceptual linear prediction
(PLP) coefficients are then extracted from each 10 millisecond of speech to for-
m the 39 dimensional feature vector of each audio frame. The audio feature
extraction configuration is presented in Table 3.2.





























Figure 3.2: A portion of an automatically generated lattice corresponding to an
utterance of the word “moonwalk”. Each node represents the label and the end
time of the corresponding recognised phone.
HMMs are used to decode speech segments using Viterbi phone recognition and
produce phone recognition lattices. At this stage, the quality of the generated
lattice could be tuned with a number of parameters including:
• Language models (LM) like phone, syllable, or word LMs could be used to
improve recognition accuracy. This will be discussed in detail later in this
chapter.
• Word insertion penalty can be tuned to allow a trade-off between insertion
and deletion of the recogniser.
• Grammar scale factor enables the recogniser to modify the importance of
the LM likelihoods.
The resulting lattices provide a network of recognised phones which are then used
to produce a rich database of hypothesised phone sequences. Figure 3.2 shows
an example of a recognised lattice corresponding to an utterance of the word
“moonwalk”. For lattice traversal, a number of tokens go through the lattice
and their covered path indicates the hypothesised path. The lattice traversal and
database building consists of the following steps:
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1. Let A = {}, where A denotes the set of observed phone sequences.
2. Considering the time-order of node list traversal, for each node in the phone
lattice perform the following steps:
(a) Select the top-score K tokens in the current node.
(b) Append the sequence Q = {q1, q2, ..., qMmax} as the observed phone
sequence obtained by traversing the history of each token backwards
Mmax levels and append it to A. In order to reduce database storage
requirements, only a subset of these phone sequences that have the
highest path likelihood are appended to Q. The path likelihood in each
node is computed by accumulating the total acoustic and language
likelihoods of the path. In this work, as in the implementation of
Wallace et al. [131], the top 10 phone sequences that have the highest
path likelihoods are chosen to be appended to the database.
(c) For each node connected to the current node, select the V -best tokens
that connect the current node’s token set into the target node’s token
set.
This process is repeated for all nodes in each lattice. The result is a collection of
phone sequences with corresponding timing information and scores of the recogni-
tion engine. This collection is then saved in a structured database called sequence
database (SDB) for query time searching. The lattices could be removed at this
stage, since they are not needed in the search stage. This provides a fast search
with less storage requirement. Figure 3.3 shows a portion of the database created
from the lattice presented in Figure 3.2. For fast research, the SDB can be stored
in fast look-up tables, but this is not a focus of this research.
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m uw n w aw k 2.43 2.58 2.70 2.76 2.87 2.91
m uw n v aw k
m uw n f ao k
n uw n w aw k
n uw n v aw k
n uw n f ao k
m uw n v ao k
n uw n v ao k
… … … … … …
… … … … … …
Phone sequences read from lattice Corresponding timing information
Figure 3.3: A small portion of the sequence database (SDB) created from the lat-
tice shown in Figure 3.2. Only 6-phone sequences ending at the instance of phone
“k” are extracted (In this research, 10-phone sequences are used for indexing).
The SDB also saves the list of timing information of each phone.
3.2.2 Search
At the search stage, the query term is first decomposed into its phone constituents
using a pronunciation dictionary resulting in the target phone sequence. If the
query term is not presented in the dictionary, letter-to-sound rules are used to
estimate the corresponding phonetic transcription. In case of multi-word queries,
the merged phone transcription is used. Each phone sequence in SDB is compared
with the target phone sequence and the distance between them is computed using
minimum edit distance (MED) measure, which is based on the cost of insertion,
deletion and substitution of phones. Those phone sequences in SDB that have
a distance less than a pre-specified threshold are then considered as the output
of search. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the target phone sequence of the
word “moonwalk” and a hypothetical occurrence of this word in SDB. As it can
be seen, while these sequences are similar to each other, there are mismatches
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m uw n w ao k
m uw n v aw k
The target phone sequence
An indexed phone sequence
Figure 3.4: An example of the comparison between target phone sequence of the
word “moonwalk” and a putative phone sequence in SBD. In this example there
are two mismatches which could be resolved by substitution of the mismatching
phones.
between some phones. The reason to accommodate the MED measure is to allow
the STD system to accept similar phone sequences in SDB. In this way, phone
recognition errors introduced in the indexing stage could be compensated.
3.2.3 Minimum edit distance measure
MED measure, also known as Levenstein distance [62], is a useful metric for com-
puting the phonetic dissimilarity between two phone sequences. This metric uses
a cost matrix to accumulate transformation cost and applies a recursive algorith-
m to update the cost values in the matrix based on the pre-determined values
for cost of insertion of phone y, Ci(y), cost of deletion of phone y, Cd(y), and
cost of substitution of phones x and y, Cs(x, y). The algorithm for updating the
cost matrix, d, for computing the distance between the indexed phone sequence,
a = a1a2...an, and the target phone sequence, b = b1b2...bm, can be summarised









Ci(ak), for 1 ≤ j ≤ n
dij =






di−1,j−1 + Cs(bi, aj)
aj 6= bi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. (3.1)
The value in dmn contains the minimum edit distance for transforming the indexed
phone sequence into the target phone sequence. An example of this computation
is presented in Figure 3.5 for computing the MED between an indexed phone
sequence and the target phone sequence of the word “moonwalk”. In this example,
all insertion, deletion, and substitution costs are considered to be equal to 1. The
element at the bottom right corner of the created matrix indicates the MED for
the transformation.
Substitution costs can be defined based on linguistic rules. For example, it is
obvious that the pair of “/m/” and “/n/” are more likely to be confused with
each other than the phone pair “/f/” and “/l/”. Place of articulation and being
voiced/unvoiced can help to define cost errors for substitution of errors. However,
this is not a perfect solution because it involves human error. In addition, this
approach does not provide any suggestion for insertion and deletion costs.

























































Figure 3.5: An example of MED computation for transforming the phone se-
quence “/m/uw/m/n/aw/k” to the target phone sequence “/m/uw/n/w/ao/k”.
Cost of substitution, insertion, and deletion is fixed at 1.
3.2.4 Phone error costs
Wallace et al. [131] suggested a data-driven method to make use of the phone
recognition confusion matrix in the DMLS system and proposed a function for
each of the insertion, deletion, and substitution costs. A phone confusion matrix
is generated by aligning the entire recognised lattice to the reference transcript
and counting the number of phone confusions. It encodes the number of times
phone x in the decoded transcript was aligned to phone y in the ground truth,
sub(x, y). It also keeps the number of insertions, ins(x), and the number of
deletions, del(x). Given these statistics from the phone confusion matrix, the
probability of emitting phone x by the decoder when the ground truth is phone
y can be determined by:
P (Ex|Ry) = sub(x, y)
ref(y)
, (3.2)




sub(i, y) + del(y). (3.3)
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The a posteriori probability that the phone observed in the index, x, was gener-
ated as a result of the true utterance of the target phone, y, can then be defined
as:
P (Ry|Ex) = P (Ex|Ry)P (Ry)
P (Ex)
, (3.4)












sub(x, i) + ins(x). (3.7)
Cost of substitution can then be defined as:
Cs(x, y) =
−log(P (Ry|Ex)) x 6= y0 x = y (3.8)
Cost of insertion and deletion can also be defined in a similar manner. Insertion
cost, Ci(x) is defined based on the probability that the observed phone x was
wrongly inserted.
Ci(x) = −log(P (R∗|Ex)) (3.9)

















sub(x, i) + ins(x), (3.11)
where P (R∗|Ex) is the probability that phone x from a recognised phone sequence
is not aligned with any phone in the reference transcript and ins(x) is the number
of insertions of phone x.
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In contrast to the cost of insertion, cost of deletion, Cd(y) is defined based on the
probability that there is no phone in the emitted phone sequence corresponding
to phone y in the ground truth. Similarly, it can be defined as,
Cd(y) = −log(P (Ry|E∗)) (3.12)













sub(i, y) + del(y), (3.14)
where P (Ry|E∗) denotes the probability that phone y is present in ground truth,
but it does not appear in the recognised phone sequence and del(y) is the number
of deletions of phone y.
Using this method of training cost functions from decoding results has shown to
improve the accuracy of the DMLS system [131] over the linguistic approach for
defining substitution costs.
3.3 Effect of language modelling on DMLS
In order to increase the accuracy of speech recognition, LMs have been used in
addition to acoustic models. Speech recognition can be defined as finding the
best sequence of words or sub-word units, given an observed audio segment,







Using the Bayes rule, (3.15) can be represented as:
















is the observation likelihood, which is determined by the acous-




denotes a prior for the hypothesised sequence which can
be effectively modelled by an LM. Combining LM information with the acoustic
model likelihood estimate improves the estimate of the probability of a sequence
of linguistic units and leads to improved speech recognition accuracy.
N -gram language modelling is the simplest approach to language modelling,
which assumes that the probability of observing an event depends only on a
short history of the n − 1 preceding events [140]. Based on this assumption, an






= P (w1, ..., wm) =
m∏
i=1
P (wi | wi−n+1, ...wi−1) . (3.17)
To evaluate an LM, it could be used in a speech recognition system to see its
effect on speech recognition accuracy. To avoid this expensive approach, the
information theory quantity of entropy can be used to get an estimate of how
good an LM might be. Perplexity is defined as a probability distribution over
entire sentences and is calculated as,
PP = P (w1, w2, ..., wm)
− 1
m , (3.18)
where P (w1, ..., wm) is the probability estimate assigned to the word sequence
(w1, ..., wm) by an LM. Better LMs tend to have lower perplexity which means
that they are less surprised by the test samples. We will use the SRILM toolkit
[121] for calculating the perplexity of LMs in this research as one of the evaluation
metrics of different LMs.
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3.3.1 Language model training
The SRI Language modelling (SRILM) Toolkit [121] with default Good-Turing
discounting and Katz back-off for smoothing is used for training word, syllable,
and phone LMs. The word LM is trained from manual word-level transcriptions
of 160 hours of speech from Switchboard-1 Release 2 (SWB) [34] plus 285 hours
of transcripts from the Fisher conversational telephone speech corpus [16]. This
data consists of about 5 million words with a vocabulary of about 30000 unique
words.
Training phone and syllable LMs involved an initial step to extract phone-level
and syllable-level transcriptions. Phone alignment was performed by forced-
alignment using HTK [140]. The phone LM was then created using the resulting
phone transcription of 160 hours of data from the SWB corpus. For syllable LM,
NIST TSYLB syllabification package was used to extract syllables of each word
in the dictionary and then each word in the word transcript was mapped to its
syllable-level transcript to produce the syllable LM. There were around 4 mil-
lion syllables in 285 hours of the Fisher corpus for training syllable LM, which
consisted of 7648 unique syllables.
3.3.2 Acoustic model training
Two sets of acoustic models were trained and tested in indexing. The first set
uses monophone units of speech and is configured with three emitting states with
each state having tied-state 16 mixtures. The other set corresponds to triphone
HMMs with tied-state 16 mixtures in each of their three emitting states. The
second set provides context dependent models, which are expected to be more
accurate, while the other set provides models with reduced complexity and faster
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decoding.
Both monophone and triphone acoustic models were trained on the DARPA TIM-
IT acoustic-phonetic continuous speech corpus [30], CSR-II (WSJ1) corpus [18],
and 160 hours of speech from Switchboard-1 Release 2 (SWB) [34] to provide 43
models for each of the 42 English phones plus a separate model for silence. The
pronunciation dictionary of the CALLHOME American English lexicon (Pronlex)
[55] was used as the dictionary wherever needed.
3.3.3 Decoding configuration
A small one-hour set of Fisher corpus was held out to be used as tuning data
and find the best decoding parameters. An n-gram order of up to 4-gram is used
for each LM. Token insertion penalty and grammar scale factor are optimised
for 1-best phone recognition accuracy. Each one of the monophone and triphone
acoustic models are used with each one of the LMs during decoding, which results
in eight different configurations. The best set of parameters, which provides the
highest 1-best phone recognition accuracy on tuning set, will be used to evaluate
the phone recognition as well as STD accuracy on the evaluation set.
Evaluation is performed on an 8.7 hour subset of the Fisher conversational tele-
phone speech corpus. Selected conversations from American English speakers
were annotated as having high signal and conversation quality and not made via
speaker-phone. A separate 9 hour subset is used as development data for DMLS
cost function training. A total of 1200 search terms was chosen randomly from
the words that occur at least once in the evaluation data, with 400 words selected
for each of the lengths of 4 phones, 6 phones, or 8 phones.
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(a) Word recognition accuracy (%)
Mono-phone AM Tri-phone AM
Word LM 31.8 57.2
(b) Syllable recognition accuracy (%)
Mono-phone AM Tri-phone AM
Syllable LM 32.2 58.6
(c) Phone recognition accuracy (%)
Mono-phone AM Tri-phone AM
Open LM 31.5 45.3
Phone LM 41.2 58.5
Syllable LM 45.5 67.9
Word LM 49.7 70.4
Table 3.3: Speech recognition accuracy of the 1-best transcription produced by
decoding the evaluation data with various types of acoustic and language models.
3.3.4 Effect of language modelling on phone recognition
Table 3.3 represents the speech recognition accuracy of the 1-best recognised
transcript produced by decoding with different types of acoustic and language
models on the evaluation data.
The results show that using LMs certainly improves the speech recognition per-
formance. Comparing phone LMs with the simple open loop LMs (which basi-
cally means that there is no language model used) suggests that decoding with
phone LM improves phone recognition accuracy by 31% and 29% when used in
conjunction with the mono-phone or tri-phone acoustic models respectively. Sim-
ilarly, utilizing syllable LM outperforms the open-loop LM decoding by a relative
45% and 50% improvement respectively. Finally, using word LM shows the best
phone recognition accuracy. This was achieved by using a word LM for decoding
the initial word lattices, and then expanding the words into their corresponding
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phone sequences according to their pronunciation in the dictionary. In contrast
to open-loop LM, word LM provides 55% and 58% relative improvement in phone
recognition accuracy. These results confirm the already proven fact that speech
recognition could benefit from LMs as a prior information in decoding speech
segments. In the next section, it is investigated if this improvement translates
directly into a similar improvement in STD accuracy.
3.3.5 Effect of language modelling on STD accuracy
In the previous section it was shown that using LMs helps to improve the phone
recognition accuracy and Wallace et al. [131] showed that using LMs also has
an effect on STD accuracy. Indexing is performed by decoding speech segments
using different configurations introduced in the previous section and the sequence
database is created from recognised lattices.
The size of the created lattices is controlled during indexing by using the tools
provided in the HTK Toolkit [140]. The number of tokens used in lattice gener-
ation sets the number of incoming edges to any node in the lattice. In this work,
the number of tokens is fixed at five, which has been found to provide a good STD
accuracy while having a reasonable index size and search speed [131]. Another
parameter which affects the index size is the lattice traversal beam-width. The
HTK tool, HLRescore, removes the paths from the lattice that have a score below
the beam-width of the best path. Different beam-widths were used and tested
for STD evaluation in each configuration. Table 3.4 reports the STD accuracy
achieved, in terms of the FOM, by using various combinations of acoustic and
language models during indexing. These results belong to the best STD accuracy
achieved using different beam-widths.
According to Table 3.4 using a word LM improves the STD accuracy compared
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(a) STD accuracy (FOM) for 4-phone terms





(b) STD accuracy (FOM) for 6-phone terms





(c) STD accuracy (FOM) for 8-phone terms





Table 3.4: STD accuracy (FOM) achieved by searching in indexes created by
decoding with various types of acoustic (AM) and language (LM) models.
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with using open-loop language modelling in indexing. This improvement is 14%,
20% and 18% for 4-phone, 6-phone and 8-phone terms respectively when the
monophone acoustic model is used. Similarly, when the triphone acoustic model
is used, the relative FOM improvement is 14%, 25% and 14% for 4-phone, 6-phone
and 8-phone terms respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the improvement
in phone recognition accuracy is repeated for STD accuracy by using word LM
in the indexing stage. However, the amount of improvement in STD accuracy is
comparatively less than that of phone recognition.
Table 3.4 also shows that in most cases, using syllable and phone LMs instead
of open-loop LMs still improves the STD accuracy. However, in some cases, they
reduce the STD accuracy, even though they improve phone recognition accuracy.
Particularly, decoding with a triphone acoustic model and a monophone LM
reduces the FOM for all search term lengths compared with using open-loop
LM. Similarly, when using a monophone acoustic model together with phone or
syllable LM, the FOM is degraded for 4-phone search terms.
In order to have a better understanding of the cause of these results, the search
terms were divided into different groups, according to their LM probability. This
enables us to examine the effect of LMs on common terms and rare terms sep-
arately and determines the correlation between search term LM probability and
its effect on FOM. Search terms were divided into 4 quartiles according to their
LM log probability. Figure 3.6 shows the FOM of each group of the search terms
using a triphone acoustic model and phone LM.
The results presented in Figure 3.6 show that in case of open-loop LM, these is
no clear correlation between LM probability of a term and its FOM. However,
when phone LM is used, using LM actually degrades the STD performance for
rare terms that have less LM probability. In contrast, common terms with high
LM probability strongly benefit from using LM in terms of STD accuracy. For
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8−phone terms grouped by phone language model probability 
Figure 3.6: STD accuracy (FOM) achieved when decoding uses a tri-phone AM
and either an open or phone LM, evaluated for the set of 4-phone, 6-phone and
8-phone terms. The terms are divided into four groups, according to the relative
probability of their pronunciation given the phone language model [131].
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example, considering 4-phone and 6-phone terms, using phone LM degrades the
FOM for terms with very low probability (the first quartile). It can be seen that
the FOM is dropped by 36% and 18% relative in contrast to open loop LM. This
effect is less observable for 8-phone terms. However, the first quartile is still
degraded by 9% relative compared with using open-loop LM. Although language
modelling reduces the FOM in the cases mentioned above, in all other cases as
reported in Table 3.4, using LM leads to FOM improvement.
Figure 3.7 presents an overview of the effect of LMs on FOM on the same groups of
search terms when decoding by a triphone acoustic model. This figure presents
the same trend and shows that the common terms are better detected when
LM is used. Detection of rare terms, however, is degraded by using LM. These
findings are mainly important because the users of audio search applications are
usually interested in finding names of people and places, which are often rare
terms according to their LM probability. To alleviate this issue, the next section
proposes a hybrid approach to make use of LMs in a wise manner.
3.3.6 Hybrid switched-LM approach
In the previous section, the effect of using LMs on STD accuracy was investigated.
As was shown in Figures 3.6 - 3.7, STD accuracy is generally degraded for rare
terms by using LMs, i.e. for words with low LM a priori probability. This finding
leads us to propose a selective approach to utilizing LMs for STD.
In this approach, first the search terms are divided into rare and common term
categories. This is done by calculating the LM probability for each term and
classifying it as a rare term if it is less than the median LM probability, otherwise
it is classified as a common term. If the search term was classified as rare, the LM
is effectively switched off by searching in an index created by open-loop decoding,
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Figure 3.7: STD accuracy (FOM) achieved when decoding uses a tri-phone AM
and either an open, phonotactic, syllable or word LM, evaluated for the set of
4-phone, 6-phone and 8-phone terms. The terms are divided into four groups,
according to the relative probability of their pronunciation given the word LM.
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(a) STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvement
percentage for 4-phone terms




(b) STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvement
percentage for 6-phone terms




(c) STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvement
percentage for 8-phone terms




Table 3.5: STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvements (compared with
Table 3.4) achieved by searching in indexes created by decoding with various
types of acoustic and language models, with selective usage of LMs and defining
the first half of test words as rare terms based on their LM probability.
rather than in the index created using the original (phone, syllable, or word) LM.
For common terms, the original index is used as usual. Table 3.5 shows the
results of STD accuracy using the proposed hybrid approach and the percentages
of relative improvement achieved compared to the previous approach.
Table 3.5 shows that in almost all cases, switching LM off for rare terms results in
a relative FOM improvement compared with the results of Table 3.4. Especially,
for phone LM with a triphone acoustic model, which suffered from using LM, this
approach makes the use of LM beneficial. In Table 3.4, it was shown that using
the phone LM decreased the FOM compared with open LM from 0.547 to 0.542
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for 6-phone terms in case of using triphone AM. However, with the proposed
hybrid approach, the FOM is increased to 0.572.
In Table 3.5, the accuracy of the STD is decreased in two cases: triphone acoustic
model with word LM for 6 and 8 phone terms. The reason for this degradation
resides in our definition of rare and common terms. In fact, classifying each term
into common or rare term is of critical importance in this approach. Here, we
defined a rare term simply by having an LM probability smaller than the median
of the LM probability values of test terms, which is a somewhat coarse decision.
Switching LM off for rare terms with this definition implies that for the first two
quartiles of the terms in Figures 3.6 - 3.7, we use the open LM and for the rest of
terms we use the original LM. If we pay more attention to Figure 3.7 (b) and (c)
(6 and 8 phone terms), we can see that the FOM for open LM is better than or
almost equal to the word LM only for terms in the first quartile. These are the
exact cases that suffer from selective usage of LM. In these cases, if we defined
the rare terms as those only in the first quartile, the FOM would be improved.
Table 3.6 shows the accuracy of STD based on defining the first quartile as rare
terms and switching LM off for these terms only.
As shown in Table 3.6, by defining only the first quartile of test words as rare terms
(based on their LM probability), all of the experiments result in improvements
in the FOM. Especially, in case of triphone acoustic model and word LM, the
FOM is now increased by 2% and it is almost the same for 8-phone terms, while
defining the first half of test words as rare terms decreased the FOM by 1% and
4% for 6 and 8-phone terms respectively. However, some of the improvements
are slightly lower than the results of defining the first half of test words as rare
terms. For example, for the monophone acoustic model and phone LM, defining
the first half of the test words as rare terms resulted in 38% improvement for
4-phone terms. However, in the case of defining the first quartile of test words
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(a) STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvement
percentage for 4-phone terms




(b) STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvement
percentage for 6-phone terms




(c) STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvement
percentage for 8-phone terms




Table 3.6: STD accuracy (FOM) and the relative improvements (compared with
Table 3.4) achieved by searching in indexes created by decoding with various
types of acoustic (AM) and language (LM) models, with selective usage of LMs
and defining the first quartile of test words as rare terms based on their LM
probability.
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as rare terms, this resulted in 28% improvement. This means that refining the
definition of rare/common terms based on each LM and acoustic model and also
the length of search term is a crucial task in this approach.
3.4 Chapter summary
This chapter presented a description of the DMLS system as the baseline STD
system of this research. DMLS is a phonetic STD system with two main steps.
In the first step, indexing, audio segments are passed to a phone recognition
engine to produce phone lattices. These lattices are then traversed to extract
hypothesised phone sequences which are then put in an SDB for later query-
time search. Since the phone recognition in indexing involves errors, the DMLS
system uses the phone confusion network and trains phone insertion, deletion,
and substitution error cost functions. The second step, search, then uses the
SDB and applies an approximate matching technique using MED to find any
sequence that matches the target phone sequence. This is accomplished by using
the cost functions trained from phone confusion matrices.
We explored improving the accuracy of indexing and search for phonetic STD by
using language modelling techniques. Experiments showed that when a phone,
syllable or word LM was used during decoding, this led to improved phone recog-
nition accuracy. STD experiments were then performed by creating a phonetic
index from the results of such decoding. Results showed that while LMs cer-
tainly improve phone recognition accuracy, this does not necessarily translate to
improved STD accuracy, and different effects were observed depending on the
type of LM used, the length of the search terms and also the probability of the
search terms with respect to the LM.
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Analysis showed that in cases where the use of LMs reduced the STD accuracy,
this was primarily due to decreased accuracy for search terms with a low proba-
bility with respect to the LM. In other cases where STD accuracy was improved,
analysis again showed that the improvement in overall FOM was not distributed
evenly across all evaluation terms. In particular, the FOM for terms with a low
LM probability remained steady or was even reduced when the LM was intro-
duced, while conversely the FOM for high probability terms was greatly improved.
DMLS tries to detect query terms by calculating a matching score between can-
didate phone sequences in the database and the query term phone sequence. As
a result, when the language model probability of the indexed phone sequence is
low, it have less chance to be detected as an occurrence of the search term and
consequently it is discarded from candidate set. However, in case of common
terms that have high language model probabilities, it will boost matching score
and improves STD accuracy.
A hybrid switched-LM approach was proposed to bypass the problem of FOM
degradation for rare terms. Especially for the cases in which using LMs decreased
the FOM, it was shown to be beneficial to use LMs in a selective manner, that is,
switching LM off for rare terms. It was shown that in this approach the definition
of common terms and rare terms is of critical importance. Future work should
investigate ways to learn this distinction based on optimising STD accuracy on
training data. For example, a threshold could be estimated from training data, for
values beyond which, a search term is classified as common. Despite improving
the overall STD accuracy using hybrid switched-LM approach, it has disadvantage
of creating two indexes from database which may raise storage issue.
Chapter 4
Topic dependent spoken term
detection
4.1 Introduction
This chapter will present the use of topic information for the purpose of spoken
term detection within the DMLS system. In order to incorporate topic informa-
tion, the two stages in the DMLS system, ie. indexing and search, are explored
separately. In both stages, we assume that we know the topic of the speech seg-
ments. Here by topic, we mean a specific category of documents that corresponds
to a set of related keywords or phrases, such as sports and politics and so on.
As was mentioned earlier, if the topic of the conversation is known, there is a
better chance of recognising the spoken words. As an example, the pronunciation
of the phrases “white house” and “light house” only differs in one phone and
these are likely to be confused with each other. However, if the topic of the
conversation is politics, then the spoken term is much more likely to be “white
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house” rather than “light house”. In order to use topic information in the indexing
stage, topic dependent speech recognition techniques are investigated. Using topic
information for automatic speech recognition is by no means a new research area.
There have been several studies in this field, most of which used topic dependent
language modelling to make use of topic-related information to improve speech
recognition. In this work, topic dependent phone recognition is proposed for STD
to investigate the effect of using topic information in the indexing stage of the
DMLS system on the final output of STD. Through a set of experiments, the
usefulness of topic information is investigated for STD performance.
We also propose a new method to incorporate topic information in the search stage
in which the MED measure between the search term and its putative occurrence
in SDB is modified so that if the topic dependent LM (TDLM) probability of the
search term is high, its MED measure gets decreased and it gets more likely to be
selected as a hit. For example, suppose that we know the topic of a document is
“sports” and we are searching for term “goal”. Then if there is a phone sequence
in the database whose topic is also sports and it is similar to the phone sequence
of the word “goal”, the distance between these two phone sequences could be
modified by multiplying to a value which is in indirect relationship with the LM
probability of that term in “sports” topic. This could also be done to modify
the score of rare terms regarding TDLM probability of the search term in case
of searching for a word that is less likely to happen in the indexed document.
The effect of this approach on STD accuracy is quantified through a number of
experiments in this chapter.
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4.2 Related work
Although topic dependent STD has not been investigated so far, using topic infor-
mation in speech and video processing has been quite an active area of research
[45, 56, 70, 88, 89]. Language modelling has been extensively used in speech
recognition to add extra information regarding linguistic units and improve the
performance of recognition.
While word level information in the form of statistical word based n-gram LMs
is helpful, human speech perception system incorporates other information, one
of which is the topic of the conversation. It has been shown that using topic
information in the form of TDLMs outperforms the simple word-based n-gram
LMs in terms of perplexity and automatic speech recognition accuracy [88, 89].
Some of these systems use simple methods of building different topic-dependent
n-gram LMs and interpolate them to create a single LM [45]. Other systems
tend to use more advanced semantic analysis techniques to extract and detect
the topic of the document [70], thereby, separate LMs are created for each topic
and are used as prior knowledge to help the acoustic model recognise the speech.
Egashira et al. [27] proposed TDLMs for meeting speech recognition. In order to
handle limited training data to train the LMs, they proposed generating training
texts for each particular LM based on two methods. In the first method, topic
dependent confident terms of a baseline text corpus are used as queries on a large
collection of web page texts to extract text collections related to each topic. In
the second method, the names of the participants in the meeting are used to select
related texts. Selected collections of texts are then used as extra training data
for TDLM training. This work has been shown to reduce unwanted perplexity
and improve speech recognition performance.
Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [5] was proposed as a technique to find the latent
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topic of a group of words. In this method, the semantic information is represented
as a low dimensional vector, based on which, the word clusters and the topic
clusters are found to measure the similarity between a given sequence of words to
semantic topics. The closest LSA LM is selected for a window of words including
a current word and its preceding words to be integrated with standard n-gram
LMs and be used in speech recognition. This integration has been shown to
improve LVCSR performance. However, LSA in not a probabilistic method and
is not able to be generalised for unseen test data. Probabilistic LSA (PLSA)
[33] extends the original LSA method to estimate its parameters through the EM
algorithm. Latent Dirchlet allocation (LDA) [12] is also another method proposed
to tackle the generalisation problem of LSA. In this approach, Dirichlet priors are
introduced to represent topic mixtures for seen and also unseen documents. These
semantic-based language modelling methods have improved the performance of
speech recognition systems.
Presently, there has been minimal investigation in improving STD performance by
using topic information. Some examples have tried utilizing context information
using a window of neighbour words for name spotting in the search stage [9, 117].
These approaches outperform their baseline system in terms of STD accuracy.
However, creating context models in the search time is a time-consuming task,
which is prohibitive for audio document retrieval applications. In this chapter,
we present two methods to make use of topic information. The first approach
uses topic information in the form of TDLMS in the indexing stage. The second
approach refines the MED measure between candidate phone sequences in the
database and the target phone sequence using topic information in the search
stage. The validity of these two methods is evaluated through a set of experiences.
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4.3 Using topic information in the indexing
stage
Human perception incorporates topic information for better understanding of the
speech conversation. The words that have similar pronunciation are likely to be
confused with each other and are a source of errors in most of the speech recogni-
tion systems. However, if the topic of the speech segment are known, the chance
of disambiguating similar pronounced words gets higher. In this section, assum-
ing that the topic of the speech segments are known in advance, speech segments
are decoded using topic dependent language models and the resulting indexes
are put in the final SDB. This approach is shown in Figure 4.1. This method is
useful for situations like political talk shows, sports or finance news, etc., where
the topic of the audio document is initially specified. It is also applicable if,
at first, a topic detector based on audio, visual, or meta-data information of a
multimedia document is used to detect the topic of the video document and then
topic dependent STD is applied. However, this will impose a front-end effect of
topic detection accuracy on the final STD accuracy.
In DMLS, it is expected that when TDLMs are used for indexing, phone recog-
nition accuracy gets increased and the score of each recognised phone sequence
will be more accurate. Therefore, a better phone SDB will be provided which
consists of recognised phone sequences with more accurate values as their scores
that indicate how likely is that the recognition was done correctly. An example of
this process is depicted in Figure 4.2. In this example, the spoken word “share” is
passed to the recognition engine. If TDLM is used and the topic of the recording
is known to be finance, it is more likely to be recognised as “share” rather than
“chair”, thus the score of “share” is higher compared with general LM (GLM)
based indexing. As a result, the MED measure will be a more accurate estima-



















Figure 4.1: Topic dependent indexing in DMLS system. Each document is indexed
using its topic dependent language model.
tion of the difference between target phone sequence and the candidate speech
segment. This will reduce the number of false alarms, while at the same time,
increase the number of hits, which will provide a more accurate spoken term
detection system.
4.4 Using topic information in the search stage
In order to find a search term in an audio database, a set of putative occurrences as
well as their scores are output by the STD system. By thresholding these scores,
the best ones are selected to output as hits, and the rest of them are discarded.
Topic information of the indexed document could be used in the search stage to
refine the score of putative occurrences and make a better decision for outputting
them as hits. Suppose that we know the topic of a document is “sports” and we
are searching for term “goal”. Then if the score of a putative occurrence is below




































Figure 4.2: An example of topic dependent language model based indexing for
topic dependent STD
the threshold value, it could be increased by adding a value which is in direct
relationship with the LM probability of that term in “sports” topic. This could
also be done to decrease the score of rare terms regarding TDLM probability of
the search term in the case of searching for a word that is less likely to happen
in the indexed document. We believe that this approach will compensate some
of the errors that are introduced by the recognition engine during the indexing
stage.
In the search stage, the usual MED criterion is used for computing the distance
between the target phone sequence (the sequence of the phones in the query term)
and each phone sequence in the SDB. In this work, a new method is introduced
to refine the MED values based on the topic of the phone sequence in the SDB.
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The log-likelihood of the search term belonging to the topic of the document it
was indexed with, is used to produce a new distance value between the search
term and the phone sequence in the database.
4.4.1 MED refinement based on topic information
The MED value could be refined based on the TDLM probability of the search
term. In order to do that, first we compute the log-likelihood of the search
term using its 1-gram TDLM probability. We also compute the log-likelihood
of the search term using its 1-gram GLM probability. If we subtract the second
probability value from the first one, it results in the log-likelihood ratio (LLRH)
of the search term regarding TDLM and GLM.
LLHR(w) = LogPTDLM(w)− LogPGLM(w) (4.1)
LLHR can be interpreted as the commonness of a word in a particular topic
compared with general text. A higher value for LLHR indicates that the word
happens more often in that particular topic, compared with general text. After
computing the LLHR of all terms, their normal distribution is computed and in




−0.5, if (LLHR− µ) < −3σ
LLHR−µ
6σ
, if 3σ < (LLHR− µ) < 3σ
0.5, if (LLHR− µ) > 3σ
(4.2)
where µ is the mean of LLHR values, σ is the standard deviation, and LLHRn
is the normalised LLHR which is a value between −0.5 and 0.5. Now the refined
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distance value could be defined as:
NewDistance = MED ∗ (1− LLHRn)C . (4.3)
where C is a constant value indicating the weight of the second term and 1 −
LLHRn is a value between 0.5 and 1.5. Therefore, if the LLHR value of the
search term is high, then the distance between the search term and the phone
sequence in the SDB will be decreased. This could potentially increase the number
of hits. On the other hand, if the LLHR value of the search term is low, then
the distance between the search term and the phone sequence in the SDB will be
increased and by doing so, the number of false alarms are likely to be decreased.
4.4.2 Dataset
In this work, the English text database of the second phase of topic detection and
tracking (TDT2) [90] project is used for training the GLMs as well as TDLMs.
The TDT2 English audio and text database is a collection of broadcast resources
in the form of audio recordings and corresponding transcriptions and also news-
wire data, which is generally used for the purpose of topic detection and tracking.
Broadcast data are useful for the purpose of topic dependent STD, since they
are audio files with corresponding word-level transcription and also the topic
information for each individual document. Each document in this corpus is tagged
with one of 96 topics. For each broadcast document, there are two transcriptions
output by two automatic speech recognition (ASR) engines. In this work, the
transcription output by the first ASR engine is used as the reference transcription.
For the purpose of topic dependent STD, there were some further annotations
done on the TDT2 database. First, documents which belong to the broadcast data
were selected for this study. TDT2 defines topics as a specific event or activity,
along with all directly related events and activities. This definition makes topics
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Topic Id Topic name Hours
1 Ongoing violence (VLNC) 15.00
2 Scandals (SCND) 12.71
3 Finance (FINC) 7.18
4 Legal cases (LGCS) 5.81
5 Elections (ELEC) 5.02
6 Science news (SINC) 2.74
7 Sports (SPRT) 2.73
8 Accidents (ACDN) 1.45
9 Natural disasters (DIST) 0.86
10 New laws (LAWS) 0.23
11 Misc. news (MISC) 3.56
Table 4.1: The modified TDT2 database and the hours of speech contained in
the recordings of each topic
to be quite specific. For example, “the financial crisis in China and its effects
on Asian countries” is considered as an entire topic. However, such events could
be grouped together and generalised into broader topics. In this case, we can
categorise this event as a financial topic. Among TDT2 data, the number of
documents belonging to each individual topic (based on TDT2 definition) was
limited which caused the TDLMs to be under-trained. Therefore, as shown in
Table 4.1, in the second step, 96 topics were categorised into 11 broader topics.
This procedure was done manually and all of the documents were manually tagged
with a cluster id based on TDT2 annotation guidelines. This resulted in a final
database with 11 different new topics, organised into 11 clusters and each cluster
has a set of audio and transcription files. For the rest of this chapter, the word
“topic” refers to this set of 11 broad topics.
The documents in each topic were randomly divided into two parts: 70% of the
data is used as STD development data to train phone error cost functions. A
word LM was created from the development data based on the transcription files
for each topic. The SRILM toolkit [121] with default Good-Turing discounting
and Katz back-off for smoothing was used to create 1, 2, 3, and 4-gram word
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LMs. Evaluation is performed on the remaining 30%. A total of 1200 search
terms are chosen randomly from a pool of words that occur at least once in the
evaluation data in each topic, with 400 words selected for each of the lengths of
4 phones, 6 phones, or 8 phones.
The monophone acoustic models introduced in Section 3.3.2 are used with word
LMs for decoding the speech segments. This was achieved by using the word LMs
for decoding the initial word lattices, and then expanding the words into their
corresponding phone sequences according to their pronunciation in the dictionary.
In this research, the best STD performance is sought, together with whether
topic information helps to improve it. For the best performance, it is necessary
to find the best topics which represent the dataset more accurately and divide
documents into more suitable topics.
4.5 Effect of using topic information on STD
accuracy
This section investigates the effect of using topic information on STD accuracy
using the two approaches presented earlier in this chapter. First, the effect of
using topic information for phone recognition is demonstrated and then topic
information is used in the indexing and search stages to investigate its effect on
STD accuracy.
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Topic
Phone Recognition Accuracy (%)
LM1 LM2 LM3 LM4 LM5 LM6 LM7 LM8 LM9 LM10 LM11 GLM
VLNC 65.1 56.3 49.0 57.4 51.4 48.0 38.3 46.7 54.8 45.2 59.2 63.7
SCND 58.5 69.0 47.2 59.8 47.6 47.7 47.5 54.5 43.0 54.5 50.9 66.8
FINC 52.4 54.6 65.2 55.3 51.6 47.0 47.5 55.1 43.0 55.3 51.2 61.6
LGCS 50.1 55.7 44.3 71.6 45.4 45.7 46.5 54.9 43.1 54.1 49.3 66.2
ELEC 52.9 55.3 48.6 55.7 67.2 46.0 47.0 53.6 43.9 54.0 64.1 63.9
SINC 49.3 51.9 45.2 54.2 43.8 68.5 45.8 53.4 42.4 54.8 43.7 59.0
SPRT 48.7 47.9 44.7 46.8 43.4 45.0 56.9 48.3 42.2 47.6 43.4 49.9
ACDN 47.6 50.1 42.4 53.6 43.3 44.2 44.0 70.1 43.4 50.4 42.1 60.1
DIST 43.9 43.6 40.5 45.0 40.0 43.1 44.1 45.0 56.8 44.8 39.6 47.2
LAWS 41.6 44.2 37.6 46.9 37.3 39.6 40.7 55.7 37.0 79.0 36.9 57.8
MISC 51.5 52.1 45.8 54.3 56.7 45.6 45.8 52.4 42.3 54.8 66.1 63.3
Table 4.2: 1-best Phone recognition accuracy (%) achieved by decoding documents
of each topic with different TDLMs.
4.5.1 Effect of using topic information on phone recogni-
tion accuracy
In order to understand the effect of known topics on the STD indexing, the utility
of TDLMs and the GLM, on phone recognition is investigated in Table 4.2. Each
speech segment is decoded using all TDLMs as well as the GLM to determine
how beneficial the use of specific topic information is and how much degradation
might occur using topic information other than their own topic.
Table 4.2 clearly shows that the phone recognition accuracy using TDLMs is im-
proved in all cases. It shows that decoding a speech segment using its own TDLM
improves the recognition performance compared with decoding with a GLM. It
also shows that decoding a speech segment using other TDLMs degrades the
phone recognition performance, which obviously reveals the importance of topic
information in phone recognition. To have a better visual understanding, the
phone recognition of speech segments using their own topic dependent language
models and also using the GLM is reported in Figure 4.3. The SRILM toolkit
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[121] is used to calculate the perplexity of TDLMs and the GLM on the evaluation
set of topics, which is also presented in Figure 4.3.
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the phone recognition accuracy using TDLMs is
increased in all cases. Particularly, if we take the average of the accuracy over
all of the test data shown in the final column, the phone recognition accuracy of
the system is increased relatively by more than 10% using TDLMs rather than
the GLM. This shows, as expected, that TDLMs do improve phone recognition.
If we have a closer look at this figure, we can see that the perplexity of TDLMs
for topics 6 to 10 with less than 3 hours of speech is much lower, which means
that these LMs are more representative of the data contained in their topic. For
example, the perplexity of the GLM for the topic 10 with only 0.23 hours of data,
is around 54, while this value for TDLM is around 15 which shows about 70%
improvement. It is also observable that TDLM perplexity is very close to the
GLM for the topics with more hours of data. This suggests that the documents
in the topics with more hours of data could be divided into more specific ones to
create better TDLMs.
4.5.2 Effect of using topic information in the indexing
stage on STD accuracy
In this section, we will investigate if the benefit provided by TDLMs during
indexing is also available during the search phase of STD. Figure 4.4 reports the
STD accuracy (FOM) when using topic dependent word LMs and also when using
general word LM.
It can be seen that TDLMs have almost a similar effect on STD accuracy as
on the indexing. On average, the FOM is increased approximately from 0.47
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Figure 4.3: Effect of TDLMs on (a) phone recognition accuracy and (b) perplexity
of LMs calculated on the evaluation set of each topic.









































General LM Topic dependent LM
Figure 4.4: Effect of using TDLMs in indexing stage on STD accuracy.
to 0.55. However, in general, the improvement for the topics with less hours of
data is much more than for the ones with more hours of data. For example,
topic “New laws” which according to Table 4.1 has 0.23 hours of data, in Figure
4.3 has a high improvement in phone recognition accuracy (around 36%) and in
Figure 4.4 it shows that it also has a high improvement in STD accuracy (around
25%). Whereas for “Violence” which has 15 hours of data, the phone recognition
accuracy has increased approximately from 63% to 65% and also its STD accuracy
is increased by around 3%. By referring to perplexity values displayed in Figure
4.3, it can be observed that in general, LMs belonging to topics that have less
hours of speech, have more improvement in terms of their perplexity compared
with GLM and hence represent better models for the documents within their
topic. This suggests that better LMs could be created from topics with more
hours of data by dividing them into more specific topics. However, despite being
low, we still can see FOM improvement for the topics with a large amount of
data, which proves the usefulness of topic information on STD performance.
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Figure 4.5: STD accuracy (FOM) using general language model based indexing,
TDLM based indexing, and using topic information in search as well as in indexing
stage
4.5.3 Effect of using topic information in the indexing and
search stage on STD accuracy
To investigate the effect of using topic information in the search stage, we applied
MED refinement on the test set for each topic and compared the result of STD
accuracy with that of a usual STD system which works based on MED criteria,
with and without topic dependent language modelling in the indexing stage.
Figure 4.5 shows the results of these systems.
It can be seen that in all topics, using topic information in the search stage based
on the proposed approach for refining the distance between the search term and
the indexed phone sequences according to the LM probability of the search term
regarding the topic of the indexed phone sequence, improves the accuracy of the
STD system. In fact, STD accuracy is improved by a relative 7% on average when
refining MED between the target phone sequence and the search term, compared
with the average accuracy of topic dependent indexing for STD.
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For some topics, a topic information based search provides more improvemen-
t than using topic information for searches in other topics. For example, the
improvement we get by using topic information for a search in “Scandals” and
“Science” topics is much more than that in “Violence” and “Elections” topics.
The same justification according to the perplexity of the LMs of each topic can
be made here. However, results in all cases show that topic information not on-
ly helps better indexing which helps the overall STD performance, but also it
could be used in the search stage to refine the distance between candidate phone
sequences in the database and the search term and hence provide better STD
accuracy.
4.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the use of topic information was proposed to improve the per-
formance of STD accuracy. Assuming that the topic of the speech segment is
known, two approaches were presented to achieve this goal. In the first approach,
TDLMs are created using the training data of each topic. Each speech segment
is decoded using its TDLM and the SDB is created from these decoded segments.
Using TDLMs instead of general language models increases the chance of better
speech recognition and consequently a better indexed database would be created
from audio data. The same search process is applied on this indexed database.
Validity of the proposed approach for incorporating topic information in STD was
explored through a set of experiments, results of which showed that the STD per-
formance is improved, as it has been shown to be beneficial in speech recognition
tasks.
The usefulness of topic information for STD in the search stage was also investi-
gated. LM probability of the search term according to the topic of the indexed
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phone sequence was used to refine the MED between the candidate phone se-
quences in the database and the query term. The idea comes from the fact that
knowing the topics that the search term is more frequent, can guide the STD sys-
tem to boost the similarity of the search term with the indexed phone sequences
that come from the same topic. Experiments show that this method improves
the accuracy of the STD system compared with the case when the usual MED
criteria were used. This shows that our method increases the number of hits by
accepting more terms which are assumed to be good matches with the target
phone sequence. Also, the distance between the search term and the phone se-
quence in the SDB will be increased in cases where the search term is not likely
to happen in the indexed document and by doing so, the number of false alarms
are decreased and these two factors improve the STD accuracy.
In this work, it was assumed that the topic of the speech segments is known.
As a future work, these topics could be estimated automatically. In this way,
the usefulness of our approaches could be better evaluated by having a front-
end system for estimating the topic. An analysis on different type of search
terms, including common terms and rare terms, could also be performed to check
the different effects of our proposed approaches for using topic information on
different types of query terms.
Chapter 5
Audio visual front end
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the audio visual front end system used in this work. A typ-
ical front-end for audio visual speech recognition involves face and lip detection,
audio and visual feature extraction, and a voice activity detection (VAD) system.
Face and lip detection methods are utilised to extract the physical location of
the speaker’s lip area as the region of interest (ROI) in the image sequence of a
given video. The next step, feature extraction, is responsible to transform the
pixel intensity values within the ROI to a compact representation, to be used for
speech classification purposes. Finally, VAD is performed to detect durations of
video where there is visual speech. In other words, it is responsible for classifying
each region of a video document as being silence, or having a talking speaker.
An overview of these steps is given in this chapter. It will also cover the novel
methods proposed in this work for a successful front-end system to be used in
phone recognition.
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Fourier Locus-Kanade (FLK) is used in this study to extract the ROI for VAD
and phone recognition. This approach is compared with Viola-Jones (VJ), which
is one of the most extensively used approaches for face and lip detection. The
performances of these two approaches are compared on a clean, and also on an
acoustically noisy database, through a set of experiments.
A novel method based on optical flow of the consecutive lip images is proposed to
detect active visual speech. This approach relies on optical-flow based visual fea-
tures as well as LDA features to detect any movements within the ROI locations
in a sequence of images. GMM-based classification methods are used to classify
each video segment into speech and non-speech classes.
5.2 Related work
A typical front-end system for the most of audio-visual speech processing tasks in-
volves face/lip detection, audio/visual feature extraction, and VAD. An overview
of visual lip detection and tracking methods proposed for visual speech recogni-
tion as well as different audio visual VAD approaches is given below.
5.2.1 Overview of lip detection
In order to improve the speech recognition and active speech detection in noisy
conditions, using lip movement information has been proposed [3, 4, 14]. In this
work, our focus is on the audio-visual speech recognition task. Figure 5.1 rep-
resents a typical front-end for an audio-visual speech recognition system. Audio
and visual feature extraction was explained in Section 2.2.3. This section provides
an overview of recent works proposed for face/lip detection.











Figure 5.1: Components of a typical audio-visual VAD system.
A lip detection and tracking algorithm is required to extract the ROI, i.e. the
physical location of the lips of the speaker. This region can be extracted by
different approaches. The selected approach for ROI detection and tracking has
to be able to locate and track the visible articulators which cause human speech.
It is well known that the majority of these visible articulators emanate from the
region around a speaker’s mouth [59]. Therefore, in visual speech detection or
visual speech recognition, it is most important to have a robust visual front-end
system, which has the ability to track and detect the ROI. If the visual front-end
performs poorly, then the error in tracking/registration of the speaker’s ROI will
scatter throughout the system and cause erroneous results (as shown in Figure
5.2). This effect is known as the front-end effect, and can be formally written as,
ΨO = ΨD ×ΨC , (5.1)
where ΨD is the probability that the ROI has been correctly located, ΨC is the
decision probability given the located ROI and ΨO is the overall probability that
the system recognises the correct speech.
Having an accurate visual front-end system is a very difficult task due to many
challenges including the speaker’s pose, facial expressions, change of illumination,
and presence of structural components (i.e. the beards, moustaches and glasses of






Figure 5.2: Depiction of the cascading front-end effect on speech detection and
recognition. If the region of interest (ROI) is located poorly, then this corrupt
input will cascade throughout the system and will cause additional errors.
speakers) [139]. The choice of visual front-end depends on the type of application
and the recording conditions of the captured video. A plethora of works has been
conducted to develop visual front-end systems such as template matching, feature
invariant and appearance-based approaches [139].
Yuille et al. [142] first applied template matching methods for mouth and eye
localisation using appearance and shape models. In this approach, deformable
templates of the eyes and labial contour is fitted to an intensity model by calculat-
ing a cost function based on the gray-scale intensity edges around the template’s
boundaries. Unfortunately, this approach shows poor performance due to the
heuristic nature of the shape and intensity models when applied across a large
number of subjects. Under feature invariant approaches, methods based on edges
[108], colour [129], as well as localised texture [65] have been used to generate
geometric lip models. However, these approaches are problematic in conditions
of poor illumination and speaker movement and require extremely precise local-
isation of lip features. Appearance-based approaches have been widely used in
visual front-end systems of visual speech recognition systems [64, 138] since they
are well suited to many different objects (face, eyes, nose etc.) under varied
conditions due to their probabilistic nature and have shown good performances
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compared with other approaches.
Even though there are complex deformable face alignment methods, such as active
appearance models (AMM) [17], constrained local models (CLM) [115] and so on,
most visual speech recognition systems have been conducted using coarse align-
ment techniques due to their simplicity. The most common of these approaches
is the Haar-like feature matching approach of the off-the-shelf VJ object detector
[130].
Given the video of a speaker, the VJ algorithm initially detects the face using
the face classifier. Once the face has been located, then the eyes are located
and based on eye locations, the face is normalised with respect to scale, rotation
and translation. Then a mouth classifier is applied to extract the ROI to be
used in visual speech recognition. Following the ROI localisation, this process
is performed over consecutive frames. The previous ROI location is used if the
detected ROI is too far away from the previous frame.
5.2.2 Overview of audio visual VAD
VAD is the process of detecting periods of active speech in a given recording and
is a necessary front-end module to many speech processing applications including
speech recognition [63], speaker diarisation [136], speaker recognition [109] or
speech coding [7]. It is commonly used to discard the non-speech periods of a
recording for estimating the noise spectrum in speech enhancement applications
[80], or to simply reduce the time and effort needed to listen to a large volume of
spoken recordings in human listening applications.
In traditional approaches, VAD is performed by using only audio features, for
example frame-energy [57] or entropy [25]. However, there are inherent assump-
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tions in these methods which are not always true. The frame-energy based ap-
proach is mainly proposed for audio detection. Speech detection, in contrast, is
quite a different task. There may be some regions in speech segment with low
energy, or some periods of high-energy background noise may appear in audio
segments, which could be falsely classified as speech in the frame-energy method
[100]. Entropy-based approaches take into account the spectral characteristics of
speech. However, they still have issues with noises that have similar characteris-
tics with speech, like cross talking noise.
Recently, using visual information of the lip movements, in addition to audio
information, has become a popular approach for VAD [3, 4, 14, 100]. Navarathna
et al. [92] proposed using the hierarchical LDA approach for extracting visual
features from lip images in frontal and profile view and performing visual VAD
using GMMs. Asano et al. [4] proposed an audio visual VAD method using a
microphone array and a camera which was used for hands-free speech recognition.
Their method first tried to locate the speaker from the image frames and then
audio and visual information was integrated using Bayesian networks. Takeuchi
et al. [124] investigated the effect of feature fusion and also audio and visual
classifier decision fusion methods on VAD performance. The power of the input
signal was chosen as audio features. Optical flow information extracted from
mouth images were selected as visual features. This work showed that feature
fusion technique improves the VAD performance.
Petsadoti et al. [101] chose MFCC features as audio features and vertical mouth
openings as visual features. Separate audio and visual HMMs were trained and
used for VAD and finally, scores of each classifier were integrated using decision
fusion methods to combine the two modalities and make the final decision re-
garding the video segment as being speech or non-speech. This approach was
shown to perform better than unimodal classifiers, especially when adding white
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Gaussian noise to the audio source.
Liu et al. [71] performed a two-step PCA on the detected mouth images to
extract the visual features. In the first step, PCA was applied on the pixel values
of the mouth images and then several adjacent frames were concatenated to form
a larger feature vector. The second PCA was applied on this large vector to
provide a low-dimensional feature vector. The first order difference of this vector
was concatenated to it to form the visual feature vector of this work. The usual
frame-energy features were chosen as audio features. A two-stage framework was
designed for VAD classification. In the first stage, the midpoint between each of
two sentences is extracted using visual VAD. In the second stage, a bi-direction
audio VAD was performed to refine the boundaries between sentences, which
works both in a forward direction and also backward direction from start and
end of a segment respectively. The results showed that using this multi-modal
method improves the performance of a VAD system compared with the audio-
based approach.
5.3 ROI detection
The most common of ROI detection approaches is the Haar-like feature matching
approach of the off-the-shelf VJ object detector [130]. Since the original develop-
ment of VJ object detectors, there have been many advances in computer vision
and image alignment and it is therefore worthwhile to re-examine the most re-
cent image alignment techniques in comparison with the VJ approach. In this
section we will be comparing a modern image alignment technique based on the
FLK method proposed by Lucey et al. [77] to the coarse alignment approach of
using typical VJ object detectors. We will perform a variety of image fitting and
visual speech recognition experiments on both a clean dataset and a challenging
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automotive speech dataset to fully evaluate both techniques.
5.3.1 Viola Jones
Initially, an efficient visual front end system, which is able to track and locate
the speaker’s face and mouth ROI, was developed for this research using the VJ
algorithm [130]. Given the video of a speaker, initially the system detects the
face location using the face classifier. Once the face is located, the eyes are then
located and based on the eyes’ location, the face is normalised with respect to
scale, rotation and translation based on an inter-ocular distance of 40 pixels. A
mouth classifier is applied the ROI to be used in visual speech recognition is
extracted. The extracted mouth region mostly contains jaw and cheeks and it
was down-sampled to 40×40 pixels to keep the dimensionality low. The location
of 40×40 pixel mouth region is smoothed using a mean filter. Following the ROI
localisation, this process was performed over consecutive frames. The previous
ROI location is used if the detected ROI is too far away from previous frame.
5.3.2 Fourier Lucas-Kanade template update
Recently, Lucey et al. [77] proposed an extension to the Lucas-Kanade (LK) [74]
algorithm for fitting a template across multiple filter responses in the Fourier
domain, which they referred to as Fourier Lucas-Kanade (FLK). The goal of the
LK algorithm is to find the parametric warp p that minimises the sum of squared




‖ I(p)− T (0) ‖2, (5.2)
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where I(p) represents the warped input image using the warp specified by the
parameters p, while T (0) represents the un-warped template image. The FLK
method reformulates (5.2) by solving:
arg min
p







and Iˆ(p), Tˆ (0), gˆi are the 2D Fourier transforms of vectorised images I(p), T (0)
and choice of filters hi respectively. The (5.3) can then be represented by a matrix




‖ I(p)− T (0) ‖2FTSF . (5.5)
The minimisation of (5.5) is a non-linear optimisation task with respect to p.
This can be linearised by performing Taylor series,
arg min
∆p
‖ I(p) + J∆p− T (0) ‖2FTSF , (5.6)







solution for ∆p can be written as,
∆p = H−1JTF TSF [T (0)− I(p)] , (5.7)
where the pseudo Hessian matrix is defined by
H = JTJ . (5.8)
However, the above formulation is problematic due to the re-estimation of the
Hessian matrix at each iteration.
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Fourier inverse compositional algorithm
The main point in this algorithm is that linearised T (∆p) rather than I(p+ ∆p)
results in the following linearised objective function,
arg min
Dp




depends only on the template image, Jflk(ic) remains con-
stant across all iterations. In addition to Jic, the pseudo-Hessian Hflk(ic) =
JTflk(ic)F
TSFJflk(ic) also remains static for all iterations. The solution to (5.9)




TSF [I(p)− T (0)] . (5.10)
The current warp parameters are iteratively updated using1 p← p ◦∆p−1.
We implemented the FLK inverse compositional template tracking method to find
the best match to the template mouth region in every subsequent frame in the
given video. The template is updated in every frame and by manually inspecting
the extracted ROI, if it is too far from the actual mouth regio,n we manually re-
initialise the current template. We defined the weighting matrix § in (5.4) using
a bank of Gabor filters with 9 scales times 8 orientations [28].
5.3.3 Experimental setup
The CUAVE database [98] which is collected in a clean environment and the
AVICAR database [61] which is collected in an automotive environment are se-
lected in our experiments to compare VJ and FLK approaches in clean and noisy
environments.
1The operation ◦ represents the composition of two warps
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3: Visual examples from (a) CUAVE database and (b) AVICAR
database
The CUAVE database
The CUAVE database [98] is a publicly available audio-visual database which
contains speakers talking in frontal and non-frontal poses. This database consists
of two sections, with the first being the individual and the second being the group
section. The individual section of the CUAVE database consists of 36 speakers
(19 male and 17 female speakers). All the recorded speech is in English with 29.97
frames per second and resolution of 720×480 pixels. The database is captured in
a clean environment.
We selected the frontal pose of 31 subjects for the experiments, in which each
speaker uttered 50 digits whilst standing still naturally. Some examples from the
individual section for the frontal pose is given in Figure 5.3 (a).
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Noise Description
35U Car travelling at 35mph and windows closed
35D Car travelling at 35mph and windows open
55U Car travelling at 55mph and windows closed
55D Car travelling at 55mph and windows open
IDL Car stopped and engine idling
Table 5.1: Noise Conditions in the AVICAR database
The AVICAR database
The AVICAR database is a publicly available in-car speech corpus containing
multi-channel audio and video recordings [61]. It consists of audio and video
recording of 100 speakers (50 male and 50 female). Most of the speakers are
American English speakers, with the remainder of speakers from Latin America,
Europe and East or South Asia. The database is recorded across five distinct
recording conditions in English, as shown in Table 5.1. The audio-visual speech
was captured using an array of eight microphones on the passenger’s sun-visor
and a four-camera array positioned on the dash, with each camera aimed toward-
s the passenger to capture the different views of the face. The video streams
are combined using a multiplexer in order to be stored in a single file for each
utterance with 29.97 frames per second and each camera having an individual
resolution of 360×240 pixels.
We selected 31 subjects from the phone numbers portion of the AVICAR
database. This portion consisted of two sessions of 10 digit utterances for each
speaker and noise condition. The phone number digit sequences were identical
across all subjects with all digits used for each 10 digit phone number. Subjects
were instructed to pronounce the digit 0 as ‘zero’ in session 1 and ‘oh’ in session
2. We used data which was captured from the left-top camera. Visual examples
are shown in Figure 5.3 (b).
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5.3.4 Experiments and results
Following the tracking of the mouth ROI, the visual features were extracted using
the dynamic visual speech feature extraction process described in Section 2.2.3.
Image-mean normalisation was performed to remove any irrelevant information,
such as illumination or speaker variances. Then a 2D-DCT was applied to the
mean-removed image and the top M = 100 higher-energy components were se-
lected in zig-zag pattern to capture the static visual speech information.
In order to incorporate dynamic speech information, seven of these neighbour-
ing static feature vectors over ±3 adjacent frames were concatenated, and were
projected via an inter-frame LDA step to yield a Q = 60 dimensional ‘dynamic’
visual feature vector. The classes used for LDA matrix calculation were HMM
states, based on the forced alignment of a separately-trained audio-only HMM.
For each word in the database, a separate word-based visual HMM was trained
with a different number of states and mixtures and the best HMM was selected for
the test. All speech recognition results quoted in this paper are HTK-style [140]
word recognition accuracies (%).
Tracking performance
In order to measure the performance of the VJ and FLK tracking approaches,
portions of the CUAVE and AVICAR databases were manually annotated with
ground-truth face location. Errors in tracking were calculated as the root mean
square (RMS) of the difference between the location of the tracking and ground
truth. Initially, images of the first subject in the CUAVE dataset are passed to
both VJ and FLK mouth detection procedures to see how well they fit compared
to ground-truth annotations, with the result shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: FLK mouth detection degradation based on RMS of point location
errors over time
As Figure 5.4 shows, the FLK approach starts tracking the mouth region with
higher accuracy than the VJ. However, as it continues, it reaches the mean RMS
error of the VJ at around the 400th frame and continues to degrade. This problem
was studied by Matthews et al. [82] and is known as template drift. This suggests
that the template image needs to be updated regularly to avoid failing. Therefore,
the FLK approach needs manual inspection of the extracted images so that if there
was to be a corruption in the extracted mouth region, the template image would
become manually updated to avoid subsequent failures. In our experiments, we
realised that on the CUAVE database, this manual update needed to be performed
in every 400 frames, while for the AVICAR database, it was every 100 frames.
This semi-automatic FLK approach is used in the following experiments.
In order to evaluate the semi-automatic FLK, 600 frames of the CUAVE database
are used, with the first 100 images of videos of the first six subjects annotated
manually to provide the coordinates of four corners of their mouth region. Figure
5.5 shows the proportion of the images that reside below the specified RMS errors
with the two approaches.
Figure 5.5 shows that FLK approach has clearly provided better performance in
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Figure 5.5: Proportion of images that have RMS of point location errors of
mouth region less than specified values
fitting the ground truth. Particularly, we can see that all of the extracted mouth
images using the FLK approach are fitted with the actual mouth regions at the
cost of 14.3 RMS of point location errors respectively. Whereas in the case of the
VJ approach, this is achieved at the value of 20 for the RMS of point location
errors. In addition, half of the extracted mouth images using the FLK approach
could be fitted with ground truth at RMS value of less than 8. However, only less
than 10% of the VJ extracted face images could be fitted at this RMS value. All
in all, this figure shows that ROI extraction of the FLK approach is more precise
than the VJ approach in fitting application.
Visual speech recognition performance
In this experiment, we compare FLK-based mouth detection with the VJ ap-
proach in terms of visual speech recognition accuracy. In order to achieve this,
different visual HMMs are trained with different numbers of states and mixtures
for both approaches. For the CUAVE database, videos of 25 subjects were used
for training and videos of the remaining six subjects are used for testing. For





Table 5.2: Word recognition accuracy of FLK-based vs VJ-based front-end on
AVICAR and CUAVE databases
AVICAR, 70% of the video data were used for training and the remaining 30%
were used for testing.
Table 5.2 presents the best visual speech recognition accuracy achieved by the
two approaches on the AVICAR and CUAVE databases. As can be seen, the
FLK approach outperformed VJ on the AVICAR database with 5.3% relative
improvement in word recognition accuracy. However, these two approaches had
a very similar performance on the CUAVE database.
Table 5.3 shows the accuracy of the best visual HMM using the two approaches
achieved on AVICAR test data organised into the different noise conditions. In
all of the five noise conditions, FLK-based visual speech recognition has a better
performance than the VJ approach. The FLK approach is designed for tracking
purposes, as it tries to find the ROI based on the previous frame, while VJ
detects the ROI in each frame independently. This gives the FLK approach the
advantage of being more accurate in situations where image pose changes during
the recording. This could be the reason why Table 5.2 shows that in controlled
recording conditions such as the one for CUAVE frontal videos, the accuracies of
VJ and FLK approaches do not differ too much. However, in situations where
there are pose changes and illumination changes, like for the AVICAR database,
FLK has a better performance.
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VSR accuracy(%)
35D 35U 55D 55U IDL
VJ 47.98 49.56 42.37 49.25 49.61
FLK 50.57 50.81 45.60 50.00 53.65
Table 5.3: Word recognition accuracy of FLK-based vs VJ-based front-end on
AVICAR database organised into different noise conditions
5.4 Audio visual VAD
In this section, a VAD system is proposed which works based on a novel method
for visual feature extraction. The visual features are extracted using patch-based
optical flow analysis of the lip images. These features are integrated with audio
features and form the audio visual VAD system.
5.4.1 Optical flow
Optical flow is the motion of each pixel in two consecutive images and could
be defined as the distance a pixel moves from one frame to the next frame. In
order to calculate the optical flow, it is assumed that the brightness of each point
remains constant when moving from coordination (i, j) in time t to coordination
(i+ δi, j + δj) in time t+ δt, that is,
I (i, j, t) = I (i+ δi, j + δj, t+ δt) (5.11)










where I (i, j, t) denotes the brightness of a point at coordinate (i, j) at time t and
 represents higher order terms. For small values of (δi, δj, δt), the value of  can














ξ = Iiu+ Ijv + It = 0 (5.14)
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where u = δi
δt
and v = δj
δt
represent the horizontal and vertical values of optical
flow respectively, and Ii, Ij and It denote the horizontal, vertical and time deriva-
tives of the image respectively, which are typically calculated using the difference
between adjacent pixels. This is a two-variable equation and cannot be solved
directly.
Under specific assumptions, (5.14) can be solved to obtain horizontal and vertical
flows which results in different algorithms for optical flow calculation [11, 44, 75].
In this work we will deploy Black et al.’s [11] approach for estimating the optical
flow. In their work, the use of robust estimators was proposed to handle occlusions




ρb (Iiu+ Ijv + It) + λ [ρc(ui) + ρc(uj) + ρc(vi) + ρc(vj)] (5.15)
where ρb and ρc are the penalty functions on the data and spatial terms respec-
tively and λ is the weight of spatial terms, which determines the importance of
spacial terms compared to the data term. The Lorentzian penalty function [73]








5.4.2 Patch-based optical flow analysis
Patch-based optical flow analysis is proposed in this research to extract visual
features representing active speech and silence. It is expected that the mouth
area will have high optical flow values for active speech, while these values should
be close to zero for silence. To extract optical flow based features, first we compute
the optical flow between each two consecutive frames. In the next step, we divide
the 40 × 40-pixel optical flow images into 10 × 10 sub-images, where each sub-
image has 5 pixels overlap with the adjacent sub-images in both horizontal and











Figure 5.6: The optical flow of the pair of consecutive lip images is divided into
sub-images for patch-based optical flow analysis
vertical directions. This division is shown in Figure 5.6. This results in 7 × 7
patches for the whole optical flow image.
Each patch contains 100 horizontal and vertical optical flow values. The mean
of the absolute of these values is extracted for each patch, which results in 49
horizontal and vertical values for each optical flow image and it can be formulated























where oph and opv denote the horizontal and vertical patch based optical flow of
the patch respectively, ohij and o
v
ij represent the horizontal and vertical flow of the
pixel in coordinate (i, j), x and y are the coordinates of the top-left pixel of the
patch and op represents the final extracted optical flow value of the patch.
After extracting the patch-based optical flow of the sequence of images of each
recording, we then remove the mean of these values within each recording. There
are cases where the face tracking algorithm detects the face a couple of pixels
away from the box it recognised in previous frames. Removing the mean of
the optical flows helps to discard this type of movement, as it is not useful for
detecting any movement in the lip region. In the next step, we normalise optical
values to bring the maximum value of each patch within each recording to 1.
Among the 49 extracted patch-based optical flow values for each pair of images,
the top ten patches which have the highest variance within each recording are
selected as the final visual features. The mean of all 49 values are also appended
to this feature vector representing the patch-based 11-dimensional visual feature
vector. The reason to extract the top 10 values of the patch-based optical flow
values with highest variance is that some patches do not have a significant effect
in discriminating speech and non-speech segments. Patches with high variance
in contrast, represent the regions of extracted lip images which are affected by
silent or active speech.
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5.4.3 Baseline system
The baseline VAD system uses two GMMs trained on speech and non-speech
segments, representing speech and non-speech classes, to compute two respec-
tive likelihood scores for segments of a given recording. These likelihood scores
are then utilised to calculate a pairwise dissimilarity measure between segments,
which is used to cluster the segments into speech and non-speech clusters.
Likelihood scoring and clustering
GMMs can be used to model an arbitrarily-shaped continuous density by using
a sufficient number of Gaussian densities and by adjusting the means, covari-
ances and weights for each of these Gaussian components. An equal number of
component densities (C) is used for training both the speech and non-speech G-
MMs. The log-likelihood (LL) of a segment X = x1, ..., xk representing a set of











wcg (xk|µc,Σc) , (5.20)
where g represents a Gaussian distribution function, wC denotes the mixture
weights, µC and ΣC are the mean vectors and covariance matrices of the C mixture
components. For each segment X, the log-likelihood score of X against speech
class as LLs(X) and the log-likelihood score of X against non-speech class as
LLn(X) are computed using the trained GMMs.
Complete linkage clustering [31] is performed on the segments to cluster them
based on the extracted speech and non-speech log-likelihood scores. Linkage
clustering is a form of bottom-up clustering which uses a linkage rule to update
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pairwise segments after a merge, which provides fast and efficient clustering. In
order to do that, a pairwise dissimilarity measure needs to be defined to be used
for all pairs of segments. In this work, a simple dissimilarity measure between
two segment Xi and Xj is defined as,
d(i, j) =
1
|LLR(Xi) + LLR(Xj)|′ , (5.21)
where LLR(X) is the log-likelihood ratio of segment X and is defined as,
LLR(X) = LLs(X)− LLn(X). (5.22)
Therefore, d(i, j) has a lower value for similar segments, while it would be higher
for dissimilar segments (one speech and the other non-speech). After computing
the pairwise dissimilarity matrix d, the complete linkage clustering is started by
merging the most similar pair, i.e. the first node is created with the two segments
that have the lowest value of d. The pairwise measure between this new node and
each of the remaining segments is then updated according to the most dissimilar
score between any of their elements. For example, if Xi and Xj are merged to
form X ′i = {Xi, Xj}, the score between this new cluster containing Xi and Xj
and any other segment X will be updated to d(i′, n) where,
d(i′, n) = max (d(i, n), d(j, n)) . (5.23)
Complete linkage clustering considers the worst case scenario for merging seg-
ments. Figure 5.7 shows an example of a merge operation in a two dimensional
space, based on the longest distance of the elements in two clusters.
The clustering algorithm continues until it reaches the two final clusters C1 and
C2. Then we need to decide which cluster represents the n on-speech class and
which one represents the speech one. To make this decision, a simple relative
test is performed in a way that if LLR(C1) is greater than LLR(C2), then C1
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(a) Before merge (b) After merge
Figure 5.7: An example of the merge operation in complete linkage clustering.
The distance between each two clusters is calculated based on the maximum
distance between each pair of elements of the clusters, which basically considers
the worst case scenario.
is more likely to be the speech cluster. Otherwise, we consider C1 as the non-
speech cluster and C2 is considered as the speech cluster. This approach has the
advantage of independence from any parameter tuning or thresholding.
MFFC features were used as audio features, on which the audio VAD system is
performed. For visual features, the patch-based optical flow features and also the
hierarchical LDA features were extracted.
To further improve the boundaries of speech and non-speech segments, the Viterbi
algorithm is used to analyse and modify the boundaries of the results of our audio
visual VAD system. This idea is motivated by the work presented by Wooters et
al. [136]. A GMM with two mixtures was trained from the training data of non-
speech segments. Another GMM with four mixtures was trained using speech
segments of training data. These two GMMs were connected together to form an
ergodic HMM. The produced HMM is then able to refine the boundaries of the
speech and non-speech segments decided by our VAD system.
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Proposed audio visual VAD
A weighted log-likelihood score fusion is proposed for audio visual VAD to com-
bine audio and visual segment likelihoods. In this approach, we modify our LLR
calculation in (5.22). Given a segment of audio features Xa and their correspond-
ing visual features Xv, the new LLR is calculated as,
LLR(Xav) = (αsLLs(Xa) + (1− αs)LLs(Xv))
− (αnLLn(Xa) + (1− αn)LLn(Xv)) , (5.24)
where αs and αn are the speech and non-speech weighting factors respectively,
which range from 0.0 to 1.0. In our experiments, we change the value of αs and
αn in steps of 0.1. Setting both αs and αn to 1.0 would result in an audio VAD
system, while setting them both to 0.0 results in visual VAD.
Commonly used performance metrics are employed to evaluate the proposed al-
gorithm and baseline systems [22]. These are the false alarm rate (FAR), miss
rate (MR) and half-total error rate (HTER) metrics. FAR is the total time that
a system erroneously makes speech decisions when there is no speech, over the
total length of non-speech regions in a recording. MR is the total time that a sys-
tem erroneously misses speech decisions, over the total length of the true speech
events in a recording. These metrics are expressed as percentages and the HTER
is computed as the average of FAR and MR percentages.
5.5 Experiments and results
First, we will have a look at the behaviour of the proposed approach when chang-
ing the weight of audio and visual modalities for speech and silence segments.
Figure 5.8 shows the FAR and MR of the VAD system when the value of αs or
αn is fixed and the other parameter varies between 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1.
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Figure 5.8: FAR and MR of the proposed VAD system when fixing αs or αn at 1
and changing the other parameter from 0 to 1
Figure 5.8(a) denotes the case where only the audio modality is considered to
detect speech segments, while visual modality is incorporated in addition to audio
modality (with different weights) to detect non-speech segments. As it can be
seen in Figure 5.8(a), when the weight of the audio modality is low, (αn is low),
there are a great number of misses, while the number of false alarms is very low.
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Increasing the value of αn results in slightly higher FAR. However, it decreases
the MR by a significant amount. The FAR and MR trend is exactly the opposite
when the value of αn is fixed to 1.0 and the value of αs is changed from 0.0 to
1.0 (Figure 5.8(b)). This corresponds to the case where only audio modality is
considered to detect non-speech segments and visual modality is incorporated in
addition to audio modality (with different weights) to detect speech segments.
In other words, it increases the MR while decreasing the FAR. This shows that
high values of αs results in a system that accepts most of the segments as speech
resulting in high MR and less FAR. However, αn performs in the opposite way
by rejecting most of the segments, which results in a larger FAR and lower MR.
In order to get the best performance, three fusion cases are tested where both,
or at least one of the two weighting factors are varied: (αs = αn = [0.0, 1.0]),
(αs = 1.0;αn = [0.0, 1.0]) and (αn = [0.0, 1.0];αs = 1.0). As the audio features
had the best performance, when a factor is not varied, it is set to 1.0 to favour
audio features. The Viterbi alignment is performed after classifying each segment
into speech and non-speech segments. Figure 5.9 shows the HTER of our VAD
system across these different configurations.
As can be seen in this figure, the best performance of an audio visual VAD
system corresponds to the configuration in which αs is set to 1.0 and αn is set
to 0.9. This suggests that visual information is helpful in detecting non-speech
segments. However, they are not improving the detection of speech segments. In
other words, visual information is only useful for detecting a non-speech section
of the recordings.
The best performance of visual only, audio only, and audio-visual decision fusion
VAD systems is presented in Table 5.4. For LDA features, the mean-removed lip
region-of-interest (ROI) is extracted for every frame of video at 29.97 fps [23].
Then a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to the mean-
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Figure 5.9: Weighted log-likelihood score fusion evaluations where either αs, αn,
or both factors are varied along the x-axis with 0.0 weighting factor values rep-
resenting visual-only performance and values of 1.0 indicating audio-only perfor-
mance.
removed ROI, retaining the top 100 DCT coefficients according to the zigzag
pattern, thus achieving a static visual feature vector. Inter-frame LDA is applied
to seven frames to obtain a 60 dimensional LDA feature vector. Finally, feature
warping is applied to the extracted LDA features [99]. For audio analysis, MFCC
features are used as in Section 2.2.3, but extracted at the video frame rate of 29.97
fps with no overlap. This is to simplify the audio-visual feature fusion evaluations
in this section. For likelihood scoring (Section 3.1), two vectors per segment are
used to achieve a segment length close to 50 ms.
As this table suggests, audio VAD outperforms both the patch based optical flow
(POF) and LDA visual VAD systems. However, the proposed audio-visual VAD
system which uses patch based optical flow features outperforms the audio-only
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VAD system HTER% FAR% MR%
Audio 3.89 5.66 2.11
Visual (LDA) 9.7 17.9 1.5
Visual (POF) 9.65 16.77 2.52
Audio-visual (LDA) 3.02 4.11 1.92
Audio-visual (POF) 2.99 4.02 1.96
Table 5.4: Proposed VAD evaluations on different systems across the AVDBAE
corpus.
VAD by relatively 13% in terms of HTER metric. We could also get slightly
better VAD results in terms of HTER by using POF features rather than LDA
features. Considering that POF features are 11 dimensional feature vectors and
LDA features are 60 dimensional vectors, results show the power of POF features
for VAD. However, as it was shown in Figure 5.9, visual information is useful in
only finding non-speech regions and they do not provide any benefit in detecting
speech regions.
5.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the components of the audio visual VAD system were described
and a thorough review on the existing VAD systems was proposed. Most of
the existing systems focus on the audio source to discriminate speech and non-
speech segments. However, in the presence of noise, these systems perform poorly.
Integrating visual information in the form of lip movements of the speaker with
audio information has been proposed in the literature to improve the performance
of the VAD system.
In order to make use of visual information, the lip region of the talking speakers
in the video should be extracted in advance. We compared the performance of
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the FLK approach as one of the state-of-the-art techniques with VJ as one of the
most extensively used for ROI extraction. VJ tries to detect the ROI on each
frame independently. However, FLK uses a template of the ROI and tries to track
it in the following frames. According to the experiments, it can be concluded that
the FLK approach for tracking the mouth region has the potential to improve
upon the VJ approach for visual speech recognition applications. However, one
of the disadvantages of FLK approach is that the first frame of each video needs
to be annotated manually to create the template image for tracking. In addition,
after a number of frames, the template may need to be updated, as the detected
ROI may be erroneously extracted and may cause errors in finding the ROI in
subsequent frames. However, as it is designed for tracking purposes, it has better
tracking performance in situations where there are pose changes and illumination
changes.
We proposed a new set of visual features based on patch based optical flow of
the consecutive lip images. In order to do that, the optical flow of each pair
of images were calculated and then by dividing the optical flow images into a
number of patches; a low dimensional feature vector was extracted. A feature
selection stage was also added to extract the features that have the most variance
within each recording. We also included the mean of the optical flows in the final
feature vector. The main idea behind this approach is that when speaking, there
is motion in lip region and by calculating the motion over overlapping patches
on ROI, the system is able to detect voice activity. Results of our audio visual
VAD system showed that these features improve the overall performance of VAD
system by detecting non-speech segments more carefully. However, they were not
beneficial in finding the speech segments. One major issue observed in using this
approach is that it is very sensitive to the lip detection algorithm. The reason is
that if lip images are not registered properly (for example if the following frame
is zoomed or rotated slightly), then there will be undesired motion components
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In this chapter, an approach to audio-visual phone recognition is presented that
involves creating a model from different databases. One of the disadvantages
of existing methods for audio-visual speech recognition is that they usually suf-
fer from lack of an extensive annotated audio-visual database. Creating such a
database involves selecting a text corpus which contains speech events of daily
conversions, capturing videos of different people saying this corpus, annotating
the audio of these videos based on timing of different speech events, and anno-
tating the video frames of the faces appearing in the video. This requires a lot of
time and effort and is a very costly process. This is one of the reasons that most
of the current publicly available audio-visual databases involve only a couple of
persons who narrate only a limited number of sentences which are not able to cov-
er daily conversations. However, there exist plenty of audio-only databases that
are completely annotated and publicly available to be used for speech processing
tasks.
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In this chapter we explore different audio visual model training methods and a
novel approach is proposed to make use of different databases for training audio-
visual phone models to be used for phone recognition. In this approach the
training process is accomplished in two independent steps: audio model train-
ing and audio-visual model adaptation. This provides a framework that is able
to make use of existing extensive audio databases for audio model training. A
primary advantage of this approach is that it is not only able to benefit from
existing large audio databases; it also can make use of visual modality of the
given audio-visual database. Results of our experiments show that this approach
leads to improved phone recognition accuracy.
Section 6.2 first gives an overview of related works in the broad area of audio visu-
al speech recognition. Section 6.3 provides details of the fused HMM adaptation
technique which is used as the basis of the proposed approach for cross-database
training. Given this technique, Section 6.4 then describes our methods for audio-
visual phone recognition. Experimental results and analyses are presented in
Section 6.5, demonstrating that substantial improvement is achieved using pro-
posed technique, followed by a summary in Section 6.6.
6.2 Related work
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been an ongoing research area since the
1950s [23], as it was clear from human studies that most of the speech informa-
tion is contained in audio signals. However, although during the last decades,
significant progress has been made in ASR in well-defined applications such as
automatic speech prompts for phone dialling, its accuracy has yet to reach the
required level to be applicable in real-world situations. The performance of the
state-of-the-art ASR systems not only dramatically degrades in channel and en-
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vironmental noise [51, 120], it is not as perfect as human speech perception in
clean conditions as well [67].
Visual speech is an alternative source of information that is not affected by a-
coustic noise and could potentially be used in addition to audio source to improve
the performance of speech recognition. Human speech perception is bimodal in
nature [122]: humans combine audio and visual information in deciding what has
been spoken, especially in noisy environments. The visual modality benefit to
speech intelligibility in noise has been quantified as far back as in the research of
Sumby et al. in 1954 [123]. Moreover, McGurk [84] demonstrated that the audio
and visual modalities of the perceived speech signal are integrated by humans.
For example, when the spoken sound /ga/ is played on the video of a person
saying /ba/, a majority of the listeners would recognise it as /da/. This effect is
known in the literature as the McGurk effect and it is a great example to show
that human speech perception involves participation of more than just one sense.
According to the studies of Bernstein et al. [8], there are three main reasons why
humans benefit from visual speech in speech perception: it helps in finding who is
the speaker, it contains speech segmental information that supplements the audio,
and it provides complimentary information about the place of articulation. The
latter is especially useful in disambiguating for example, the unvoiced consonants
/p/ (a bilabial) and /k/ (a velar), the voiced consonant pair /b/ and /d/ (a
bilabial and alveolar, respectively), and the nasal /m/ (a bilabial) from the nasal
alveolar /n/ [81]. These pairs of phones are highly confusable in acoustic space,
but adding visual information in the form of lip movements of the speaker could
help better speech perception. These facts motivated a lot of researchers in speech
processing area to combine audio and visual information in speech recognition
tasks.
The first attempt to achieve better automatic speech recognition performance
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by using visual information, in addition to the audio modality, was in 1989 by
Yuhas et al. [141]. In this work, pixel values of the lip region were fed into
a neural network to estimate the acoustic spectrum. This estimated spectrum
was then combined with the true spectrum and used as input to an acoustic
vowel recogniser. The results showed that this system outperforms the acoustic-
only recogniser. This pioneering work opened the door to significant further
research which examined numerous approaches to combine and integrate audio
and visual sources. A number of classification approaches are proposed in the
literature for automatic speech-reading, as well as audiovisual ASR. Artificial
neural networks [41, 53, 125], and support vector machines [35] are examples
of classification methods which have attempted to combine both modalities to
achieve a better recognition accuracy. By far though, the most widely used
classifiers are traditional HMNMs that statistically model transitions between the
speech classes and assume a class-dependent generative model for the observed
features, similarly to HMMs in audio-only speech recognition [107, 140].
The level of integration of audio and visual information plays an important role in
characterising fusion methods. Generally, for combining audio and visual sources
there are three integration strategies [105]:
• Early integration, which involves a concatenation of feature vectors of audio
and visual modalities or a transformation of these feature vectors using PCA
or LDA methods before classification.
• Middle integration, in which covering classifiers are designed in such a way
that they are able to handle features from different modalities.
• Late integration, where scores or decisions of individual classifiers for each
modality are combined before reaching the final decision.





























Figure 6.1: A block diagram of different feature fusion systems
6.2.1 Early integration
As the name suggests itself, early integration aims at fusing both modalities at
the earliest time of making a decision regarding the spoken utterance. Due to
large data volumes and registration difficulties involved in fusing raw audio and
video data, the raw sensor data has not been fused together in the literature and
only the feature fusion approach has been proposed for the task of multi-modal
speech recognition. Figure 6.1 shows the general structure of different feature
fusion systems.
Two types of feature fusion techniques have been proposed for AVASR, the first
of which simply concatenates audio and visual feature vectors [2]. This is the
simplest method for integrating both modalities for speech recognition. However,
the resulting feature vector has a high dimensionality which suffers from the curse
of dimensionality. In order to alleviate this problem, PCA has been applied to
provide a low dimensional feature vector as in [40] for the speaker identification
task. Discriminative feature fusion techniques like LDA [104] have also been
used to provide a low dimensional feature vector. In these methods, the con-
catenated feature vector is projected to another feature space using LDA, which
seeks the most discrimination among the speech classes. In fact, discriminative
feature fusion takes one more step on concatenative feature fusion to create a
low dimensional feature vector, which provides the highest discrimination among
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speech classes.
Early integration strategy is very simple to implement and the resulting feature
vector could be used in any single stream classifier. However, it is not able to
capture the reliability and asynchrony between two modalities. It should be
mentioned that usually audio and visual frames are captured at different frame
rates. Therefore, some form of interpolation or oversampling is required to be
performed (mostly on visual frames).
6.2.2 Middle integration
Early integration strategies have been shown to improve speech recognition accu-
racy over audio only ASR [94]. However, they are not able to explicitly model the
reliability of each modality. In contrast to early integration, middle integration
and late integration approaches provide a mechanism to capture the importance
of each modality. The most commonly used middle integration techniques for
AVASR involve classifier integration using a parallel architecture, adaptive com-
bination weights, and class measurement level information [105]. Multi-stream
HMMs are by far the most widely used classifiers which have been used as a mid-
dle integration technique for AVASR [1, 50, 86, 102, 103, 105, 137]. Considering
the level of synchrony between the audio and visual modality within the HMM,
multi-stream HMMs can be divided into two groups: state-synchronous HMMs,
in which the likelihoods of the two modalities are combined within each state
and the decision regarding the synchrony of the two modalities is made at the
earliest stage within the classifier. In fact this model forces synchrony between its
two single-modality components at the state level. In contrast, there is another
group of multi-stream HMMs, which forces the synchrony at the phone or word
levels. State-asynchronous HMMs, coupled HMMs and product HMMs are ex-
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Figure 6.2: Topology of a synchronous HMM, from Dean et al. 2008 [20] with
permission
amples of the latter case, which could be categorized as intermediate integration
multi-stream HMMs.
State-synchronous multistream HMMs
A state-synchronous multi-stream HMM (synchronous HMM) can be viewed as
a regular single stream HMM, but with two observation emission GMMs for each
of the two streams in each state [105]. Figure 6.2 depicts the general topology
of a synchronous HMM. In its general form, the class conditional observation
likelihood of the synchronous HMM is the product of the observation likelihoods
of its single-stream components, raised to appropriate stream exponents that
capture the reliability of each modality, or equivalently, the confidence of each
single-stream classifier.
In a single-stream HMM, in order to model the generation of a sequence of speech
feature vectors {ot} of dimensionality D with the cth HMM, the emission (class
conditional observation) probabilities are modelled by Gaussian mixture densities,




and the HMM transition probabilities between the various classes are given by
r = [{Pr[c′ | c′′], c′, c′′ ∈ C}]T . Therefore, the HMM parameter vector which
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should be learned from training data would be,
a = [rT , bT ]T , where b = [{[wck,mTck, sTck]T , k = {1, 2, ..., K}, c ∈ C}]T (6.2)
in which, c ∈ C denotes the HMM states, wck are positive weights of each mixture
adding to one within each state, K is the number of mixtures, and ND(o;m, s) is
the D-variate normal distribution with mean m and a diagonal covariance matrix,
the diagonal of which being represented as s.
In an audio-visual synchronous HMM, observation emission probability in each
state is defined as,
Pr[o
(AV )






wsckNDs(ost ;msck, ssck)]λsct , (6.3)
where all of the parameters are the same as single stream HMM parameters
in(6.1), except that λsct denotes the stream exponents (weights) and the audio-












According to (6.3), parameters of synchronous HMM can be defined as,






where rTav is the state transition probability, b
T
a , and b
T
v denote the observation
emission probability of each stream, and α is the weight parameter of each stream.
Training of a synchronous HMM is the process of learning these parameters from
a set of training data. The stream weight parameter is typically set by maximising
recognition performance on a tuning dataset.
Training an SHMM could be done by training two separate single stream HMM-
s independently and then combining them together. Alternatively, the entire
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SHMM could be trained jointly and state transition probabilities as well as ob-
servation emission probabilities could be estimated in an iterative manner using
the Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm. Fused HMM (FHMM) adaptation was
introduced by Pan et al. [96] as an alternative modelling method to maximise
the mutual information between the two modalities. In this method, first a H-
MM is trained solely on the dominant modality. For example, for the task of
speech recognition, audio information is more important than visual information.
Therefore, in the first step, an HMM is trained based on the audio data. In the
next step, a discrete vector-quantisation classifier for the subordinate modality is
combined within each state. Inspired by this method, Dean et al. [21] proposed
fused HMM adaptation as a new way of multi-stream HMM training for the task
of speech recognition. In this approach, first a HMM model is trained based on
audio information. Then the best hidden state sequence of the acoustic HMM is
determined over the training data and then for each state of the acoustic HMM,
a visual Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is trained based upon the visual ob-
servations that coincide with the acoustic state in the training data. This visual
GMM then will be appended to the already existing acoustic GMM in each state
to produce an audio-visual synchronous HMM.
Intermediate integration multistream HMMs
Grant et al. [36] showed that visual speech activity precedes the audio signal
by as much as 120 milliseconds. This means that audio and visual modalities of
speech are basically asynchronous. Synchronous HMMs could be generalised to
allow some form of asynchrony between the two modalities. This could be done
through state-asynchronous HMMs, coupled HMMs, and product HMMs. The
general topology of such models is shown in Figure 6.3.
In state-asynchronous HMM [6], two single-stream HMMs are tied together at
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(a) state-asynchronous HMM (b) coupled HMM
(c) product HMM
Figure 6.3: Different models resulted from intermediate integration multistream
HMMs, from Dean 2008 [20] with permission
the boundaries of the speech classes being modelled. In coupled HMM [1, 13,
93], transition between acoustic and visual states to each other is also possible.
However, they remain tied at the model boundaries. An alternative approach is to
generalise these networks and create a product or factorial network of connected
states [105]. This introduces additional states and transitions which should be
learned from training data. All of these three methods are much more complicated
than synchronous HMMs and it’s hard to train such models using available audio-
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visual databases. That’s why they are mostly limited to small vocabulary and
digit recognition applications.
6.2.3 Late integration
Late integration (or decision fusion) systems combine the outputs of single-stream
classifiers and produce the final output. This approach is able to capture the reli-
ability of each modality by simply weighting outputs of each classifier. Late inte-
gration has been quite successful in the isolated speech recognition task [41, 94].
In continuous speech recognition, however, late integration is more difficult. The
reason is that before the combination of the decisions of each modality, the se-
quence of classes must be agreed upon and this is very difficult when the bound-
aries of speech events is not determined. Figure 6.4 shows the block diagram of
a typical AVSR system with late integration strategy.
One solution to this issue is to provide the boundaries of speech events by using
a single-stream classifier and then performing isolated speech recognition using
the decision fusion system. However, this could introduce the front-end effect
of the single-stream classifier of boundary estimation. Another alternative is
to choose the highest scored transcription by combining n-best transcriptions
from both modalities, but with this solution, there are cases where a particular
transcription is not present in both modalities and this could be an issue for the
combination process.









Figure 6.4: Block diagram of a typical AVSR system based on late integration
strategy
6.3 Fused HMM adaptation
Fused HMM adaptation [96] was first introduced by Pan et al. as a middle
integration approach for audio visual speaker verification. In their original work,
it was shown that the joint probability of a sequence of fused audio and visual
observations can be optimally calculated using the maximum entropy principle
[49] as,




where Oa and Ov denote the audio and visual observation vectors respectively, and
w = ga(Oa) and v = gv(Ov) are the transformations utilised for easier calculation
of p(Oa, Ov). The final term in this equation will have a higher value if w and v
are highly correlated. Similarly, if they are mostly independent, it will be lower.
The distance between p˜(Oa, Ov) and the ground truth p(Oa, Ov) can be minimised
by maximising the mutual information between w and v:
(wˆ, vˆ) = arg max
(w,v)∈θ
I(w, v) (6.7)
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w and v were selected empirically from the following set:
w = Uˆa, v = Ov (6.8)
w = Uˆa, v = Uˆv (6.9)
w = Oa, v = Uˆv (6.10)
where Uˆa and Uˆv are estimates of the optimal sequence state of audio and visual
HMMs for output Oa and Ov respectively. According to the following inequality
in information theory,
I (x, f(x)) ≤ I(x, y) (6.11)
and using (6.7) concludes that,




≤ I(Uˆa, Ov) (6.12)




≤ I(Oa, Uˆv) (6.13)
which shows that merging two HMMs together by combining the states of one
HMM with the observations of the other, produces a better fused HMM compared
with combining the states of the two HMMs. If the audio HMM and visual
observations are used, (6.6) can be calculated as,




where p(Oa) can be calculated using the regular audio HMM and p(Ov|Uˆa) is
the probability of getting video observation sequence given the produced audio
observation sequence by the audio HMM. Similarly, if the visual modality is con-
sidered as the dominant modality, using the visual HMM and audio observation
we will have,
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The dominant modality is selected based upon the reliability of each individual
HMM in providing the best state sequence and it highly depends on the applica-
tion. For example, in speech recognition, audio source is more reliable, whereas
in speaker recognition, visual source may be more reliable.
In the original fused HMM adaptation work, Pan et al. [96] proposed a three-step
approach for training the fused HMMs:
1. Two individual HMMs are trained separately based on corresponding audio
and visual observations using the EM algorithm.
2. Using Viterbi algorithm, the best hidden state sequence of the HMMs are
determined.
3. The likelihood distribution of getting a particular subordinate observation
for a particular dominate HMM state can then be calculated by aligning
the hidden state sequences of the dominant HMM with the subordinate
observations.
In the original implementation of Pan et al. [96], a vector quantisation codebook
was used to represent the subordinate modality. Considering the large variability
in acoustic and visual information in different recording sessions, it is difficult to
represent the subordinate modality using a limited code book. Dean et al. [21]
proposed fused-HMM adaptation with continuous likelihood distribution function
for the subordinate modality. According to Dean et al. [21], fused-HMM adap-
tation of acoustically-biased synchronous HMM from an already trained acoustic
HMM involves the following steps:
1. Calculate the best hidden state sequence of the existing acoustic HMM over
the training observations
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2. For each state of the acoustic HMM
• Using the visual observations that coincide with the acoustic state in
the training data, train a separate visual GMM
• Append the produced visual GMM to the existing acoustic HMM
In this research, Dean et al.’s implementation of fused-HMM adaptation is used
for training audio visual phone models.
6.4 Cross-database training of audio-visual
models
6.4.1 Introduction
To date, state-of-the-art techniques for audio-visual speech recognition continue
to use audio and visual data of an audio-visual database for training their mod-
els. In Section 6.2, it was explained that HMMs are the most extensively used
classifiers applied to AVSR. In order to jointly train an audio-visual HMM, a
fairly large and annotated audio-visual database is needed to learn the optimum
HMM parameters. However, currently there are not many publicly available and
annotated audio-visual databases which cover all of the speech events in dai-
ly conversations. This limitation in large audio-visual databases mainly arises
from capturing difficulties, annotation cost, and time limitations in creating such
databases.
In the previous section, FHMM adaptation was described as a middle integra-
tion approach for audio-visual speech recognition. As the initial audio model in
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fused HMM adaptation could be trained independently, the idea of cross database
training is proposed to make use of existing powerful audio models which could
be trained on external audio databases. This approach enables us to make use
of other existing audio-only databases to train more accurate audio models. It
exploits a two-step framework which is able to adapt the external audio models
on comparatively smaller audio-visual databases.
6.4.2 Cross database training of FHMMs
In order to build a speech recognition system for daily conversations, a very large
and annotated audio visual database is needed. However, to date, there are not
many publicly available and annotated databases for speech recognition. As it
was mentioned earlier, Dean et al [21] proposed continuous FHMM for audio-
visual speech recognition, in which a small audio-visual database was used for
digit recognition. FHMM could be considered as an extension of synchronous
HMM with a new method for training. This method of training consists of a
two-step framework in which, each step could be performed on independent data.
This framework is deployed to use different databases to improve the recognition
performance. The proposed method of cross-database fused HMM adaptation
consists of the following steps:
• Train an audio HMM for each phone on an external large audio database.
• Calculate the best hidden state sequence of the external acoustic HMM over
the training observations
• For each state of the acoustic HMM
– Using the visual observations that coincide with the external acoustic
state in the training data, train a separate visual GMM
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– Append the produced visual GMM to the existing acoustic HMM
The first step in cross-database FHMM adaptation is to train an audio model
using external large audio databases. This model is then used to do forced-
alignment on audio observations of the given audio-visual database and provide
the best sequence of states of each model. Then, for each state in each model,
a global background GMM, which is trained using all visual feature vectors of
the audio-visual database, is adapted to the corresponding visual feature vectors
resulted from forced-alignment, using maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation
technique. These visual GMMs are then appended to each state and create audio-
visual HMMs.
Fused HMM adaptation consists of independent stages of training an audio mod-
el and doing forced-alignment of the video frames and adapting them to cor-
responding visual frames. Training the audio models could be performed on
external databases to benefit from large-size audio databases and create more ac-
curate phone models. These models, consequently, are expected to provide better
alignment for video frames, which then create visual GMMs to be appended to
primary audio models. This approach not only provides better audio models for
final audio-visual models, but it will provide better alignment compared with the
original fused HMM adaptation approach, which in fact provides better visual
GMMs to be appended to audio models.
6.4.3 Acoustic HMM adaptation
In the previous section, using external audio models combined with internal visual
models was proposed for phone recognition. In order to increase the performance
of phone recognition, the external audio models can be adapted to internal audio
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data. By so doing, a better performance is expected for adapted audio models be-
fore adapting to internal visual data. The same procedure as cross-database fused
HMM adaptation can then be performed to combine visual models to the adapted
audio models to improve the performance of the phone recognition system.
The maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) [140] method was used to
adapt external audio models to audio feature vectors of the given audio-visual
database. The reason to select the MLLR technique is that it is advantageous
over the MAP technique when small adaptation data [140] is available.
6.4.4 Post training
Both cross database training using external acoustic models and adapted acoustic
models that have been proposed in this research, append GMM models to existing
acoustic models. As a result, state transition probabilities are not updated when
adding visual information to HMM models. In other words, from the parameters
given in (6.5), rTav is not updated when adding visual information. In this section,
a new approach is proposed for training audio visual models in which the HMMs
that were trained using the cross database training approach, are considered as
initialised HMMs. A post training step is applied on the initialised HMMs to
perform joint training by the Baum-Welch algorithm using the audio and visual
observations of the given audio visual database. By so doing, not only audio
and visual observations of the given audio visual database are used to update
the acoustic and visual GMMs, the state transition probabilities are also updated
based on both audio and visual observations.
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6.5.1 Baseline systems
Four baseline systems were developed to compare the proposed approach and
measure the performance of phone recognition. In addition to cross database
trained FHMM models that use external audio models (CDB-EX-FHMM sys-
tem), the following baseline systems are also trained and tested for comparison:
• Internal audio HMMs (IAHMM system), which are trained using audio data
of the given audio-visual database.
• External audio-only models (EAHMM system), which are trained using
audio data of an extensive external audio database.
• Visual models (VHMM system) trained on lip images of our audio-visual
database.
• Jointly trained widely adopted two-stream HMM (JAVHMM system)
trained using audio-visual data of our audio-visual database.
PLP features were extracted to represent the acoustic features in our experi-
ments. Each feature vector consisted of the first 13 PLP coefficients including
the zeroth, as well as the first and second time derivatives of those 13 features.
These 39 dimensional feature vectors were extracted from every 10 milliseconds
of 25-millisecond windows using Hamming-windowed speech signals.
In order to extract visual features, the Fourier Lucas-Kanade [76] algorithm was
used to extract the lip region-of-interest (ROI) from 29.97 fps video data. This
method has been shown to work better than the Viola-Jones algorithm in a semi
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automatic manner [54], as was shown in Section 5.3.4. After ROI extraction, the
mean ROI over the video segment is removed. In the next step, a two-dimensional
discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to the mean-removed ROI, with the
100 top DCT coefficients according to the zig-zag pattern retained, resulting
in a ‘static‘ visual feature vector. Finally, in order to extract dynamic speech
information, seven neighbouring adjacent feature vectors centred at the current
vector were passed to inter-frame linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to achieve
a 60 dimensional LDA feature vector.
All baseline systems were trained and tested with the HTK Toolkit [140]. In all
systems, a bi-gram word language model is used. Phonetic decoding is performed
by decoding a lattice of words, then expanding these tokens into their correspond-
ing sequences of phones using a pronunciation lexicon, whilst maintaining lattice
structure. HMM parameters including the number of states and mixtures, gram-
mar scale, insertion penalty, number of tokens, as well as stream weights in case
of audio-visual HMMs were tuned on the tuning set after training. The best set
of tuned parameters were then selected to report the accuracy on the test set.
As the sampling rate of visual frames and audio frames were not equal, for training
and testing of audio-visual systems, the closest visual feature vector to each audio
feature vector was selected and appended to it to create a single 99 dimensional
feature vector.
6.5.2 Training and testing datasets
Training, tuning, and testing data were extracted from the audio-visual database
of spoken American English (AVDBAE) [110]. There are 14 speakers in this
database including ten females (F02-F011) and four males (M01-M04). Each
participant read 238 different words and 166 different sentences. The spoken
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texts were drawn from the following sources:
• Central Institute for the Deaf (CID) Everyday Sentences (Lists A-J)
• Northwestern University Auditory Test No. 6 (Lists I-IV)
• Vowels in /hVd/ context (separate words)
• Texas Instruments/Massachusetts Institute for Technology (TIMIT) sen-
tences
In this work, only the CID and TIMIT sentences are used, which are quite longer
than the other utterances. These sentences were divided into different portions to
be used for training, tuning, and testing purposes. Moreover, two configurations
are defined for the experiments: in the first configuration, CID sentences are
used for training and tuning and in the second configuration, TIMIT sentences
are used for training and tuning. The testing result is reported on both sets
of TIMIT and CID sentences. This was done to investigate the effect of using
both different and the same set of sentences in training and testing. Table 6.1
summarises the portions of the dataset utilised and the two configurations used
in this work. For training external audio models, TIMIT,WSJ1, and 160 hours
of speech from Switchboard-1 Release 2 was used.
6.5.3 Cross database training
In this experiment, the cross-database trained FHMM models are compared with
other baseline systems. Particularly, we are interested in investigating if the pro-
posed approach of using external audio databases in addition to internal audio
and visual data improves the performance of the phone recognition system, com-
pared with other widely adopted techniques using audio, visual, and audio-visual
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Speakers
Train
F02 F04 F06 F08 F10 F11 M01 M03 F02 F04 F06 F08 F10 F11 M01 M03
(CID) (TIMIT)
Tune
F03 F07 M02 F03 F07 M02
(CID) (TIMIT)
Test
1) F05 F09 M04 (CID) 1) F05 F09 M04 (TIMIT)
2) F05 F09 M04 (TIMIT) 2) F05 F09 M04 (CID)
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CID - CID CID - TIMIT TIMIT - CID TIMIT - TIMIT Average
Figure 6.5: Phone recognition accuracy for different systems using different con-
figurations.




where H is the number of correctly recognised phones, I is the number of incor-
rectly inserted phones, and N is the total number of actual phones in the ground
truth. Figure 6.5 shows phone recognition performance in all systems.
When IAHMM is trained on TIMIT sentences and tested on the same set of
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sentences, the accuracy of EAHMM is about 7.7% absolute higher than that
of IAHMM. However, when it is tested on the other set of sentences, ie. CID
sentences, it can be seen that EAHMM outperforms IAHMM by about 16%
relative. IAHMM is trained on a subset of AVDBAE which is limited to less
than an hour of speech for each of the eight speakers in the training set of both
configurations. In contrast, EAHMM is trained on TIMIT, WSJ1, and 160 hours
of speech from SWB databases. This proves that large amounts of audio data
could make a more generalised model for recognition even when training data is
selected completely independent of the testing set.
Moreover, the phone recognition accuracy in the JAVHMM system is more than
that of the IAHMM system. Phone recognition in the VHMM has the worst
accuracy which is around 12% in average. This confirms that, as has been shown
before, incorporating visual information in addition to audio information within
the SHMM framework is more accurate than internal audio or visual models, even
though the accuracy of phone recognition using only visual information is very
poor. This suggests that visual modality provides complement and could still
benefit phone recognition to improve recognition accuracy, particularly in noisy
environments.
As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the proposed approach outperforms all other system-
s. It can be seen that the average of phone recognition accuracy in the CDB-
EX-FHMM system is about 29% relative higher than that of JAVHMM. This
improvement is about 5.5% and 46% compared with the EAHMM and IAHMM
as well. In fact, CDB-EX-FHMM benefits from advantages of both EAHMM and
JAVHMM systems at the same time. First it uses the EAHMM directly to create
audio models and then it adapts it to visual data of the testing database. These
two stages of training are independent. Therefore it provides a framework for
using different data in each stage and as a result, it is able to use any well-trained
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model for the first stage and then it adapts it to the visual data of the testing
database. Particularly, because of limited large and publicly available annotat-
ed audio-visual datasets, this approach is very beneficial for audio-visual speech
processing tasks.
6.5.4 Acoustic model adaptation
In the previous experiment, it was shown that using large external databases to
train audio models and adapting them to visual information of a given audio-
visual database would improve phone recognition performance. In this experi-
ment, the external audio models are first adapted to audio information of the
given audio-visual database using the MLLR technique and then the same pro-
cedure as FHMM is applied on the resulting audio models (CDB-AD-FHMM).
Figure 6.6 shows the phone recognition performance using this approach. It al-
so reports the recognition performance using external audio models (EAHMM),
FHMM using external audio models (CDB-EX-FHMM), and also external audio
models adapted on audio information of the given audio-visual database (ADAH-
MM).
The best phone recognition performance is obtained by the CDB-AV-FHMM
system. As described in the previous section, this system benefits from both audio
and visual data of the given audio-visual database, in addition to external audio
databases. This is achieved through adapting external audio models to internal
audio data and then adapting the resulting models to internal visual data. As
shown in the figure, phone recognition accuracy of the CDB-AD-FHMM system is
relatively 3.7% higher than that of the ADAHMM system, which implies that this
approach also benefits from using visual information in addition to audio data,
though the improvement gain is not significant. It is also relatively 10.3% higher
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Figure 6.6: Phone recognition accuracy using FHMM with acoustic model adap-
tation.
than that of the CDB-EX-FHMM system, which also proves that using internal
audio data as adaptation data helps recognition performance. It is also interesting
to note that the amount of improvement by using visual information in the CDB-
AD-FHMM system, compared with the ADAHMM system (3.7%) is lower than
the improvement gain of the CDB-EX-FHMM system compared with EAHMM
system (5.5%). The reason is that the ADAHMM system has probably reached
near its best performance and cannot be improved much by visual information,
while the EAHMM system still could benefit from visual information.
6.5.5 The effect of stream weights on FHMM performance
One of the important factors in audio-visual speech processing tasks is being able
to capture and model the reliability of each modality. In multi-stream HMM,
this is accomplished through setting weights of each stream. In this experiment,
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Figure 6.7: Phone recognition accuracy of the JAVHMM system with different
weighting parameter for each stream on the tuning and testing sets of the two
defined configurations on AV-DB-AM-ENG
the effect of changing the value of stream weight parameter on phone recognition
accuracy is investigated. This parameter is changed from 0.0/1.0 to 1.0/0.0 for
audio/visual modality on steps of 0.05 on the tuning set and report the phone
recognition accuracy on each step for audio-visual phone recognition systems:
JAVHMM, CDB-EX-FHMM, and CDB-AD-FHMM. The phone recognition ac-
curacy on the test set is also reported for each of them. Figure 6.7 shows the
results of this experiment for the JAVHMM system on tuning and testing sets of
the two configuration sets.
The best phone recognition accuracy of models trained on CID sentences on the
tuning set is achieved when setting the weight parameter for the audio stream to
0.9 (which implies that weight of visual modality is 0.1). This value, for models
trained on TIMIT sentences, is also 0.9 for audio modality. As can be seen in the
figure, the accuracy of phone recognition is improved by increasing the weight
of audio modality until it reaches an optimum value. After that, increasing the
weight of audio modality degrades the phone recognition performance. This is
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Figure 6.8: Phone recognition accuracy of CDB-EX-FHMM system with different
weighting parameter for each stream on the tuning and testing sets of the two
defined configurations on AV-DB-AM-ENG
generally happening to the test set as well, and the optimum value for the tuning
set is almost close to this value in the test set. This suggests that there is
an optimum value for the weighting parameter, which determines how reliable
each modality for phone recognition is. In fact, this weighting parameter is the
capability of multi-stream HMMs to capture the importance of each modality
in the recognition process. When the weight of audio modality is set to 1.0, it
becomes the IAHMM system, which is trained only based on internal audio data.
In contrast, when it is set to 0.0 (which means that the weight of visual modality
is set to 1.0), it becomes exactly the VHMM system, which is trained only based
on visual observations. Figure 6.8 depicts the behaviour of the CDB-EX-FHMM
system when changing the weighting parameter.
In this figure, the same behaviour can be seen on both tuning and test sets. Again,
there is an optimum value for the audio weight parameter up to which the phone
recognition is increased and after that it is decreased. This shows that the FHMM
system is also able to model the importance of each modality in phone recognition
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through setting the weight parameter. In this case, setting the weight of audio
modality to 1.0, makes it equal to the EAHMM system which is trained only based
on external audio data. In contrast, when it is set to 0.0, it becomes the VHMM
system which is trained only based on internal visual observations. Particularly, if
we compare the phone recognition performance when the weighting parameter is
set to the optimum value using the tuning set (ie. the audio/visual weight is equal
to 0.85,/0.15), with the phone recognition performance of the EAHMM system,
it will be noticed that it is relatively improved by 6.6% in average. However, by
referring to Figure 6.7 it can be seen that this improvement is 29.6%. The reason
is that external audio models are more accurate and thus they are more reliable,
which means that the visual modality is not as beneficial for the CDB-EX-FHMM
system as it is for the JAVHMM system. Therefore, although visual modality
still helps the phone recognition system, it is not able to improve the recognition
performance as much as it can for the JAVHMM system.
Finally, Figure 6.9 shows the performance of the CDB-AD-FHMM system when
changing the weighting parameter. According to this figure, the best phone recog-
nition accuracy is achieved when setting the weight parameter of the audio modal-
ity to 0.9 (and visual modality to 0.1) for all train/test configurations. Comparing
these optimum points with the optimum weights for the CDB-EX-FHMM system,
it can be observed that generally, the audio modality has a bigger weight in this
system, which implies that audio models are more powerful and more reliable in
this case. In this system, setting the audio modality weight to 1 and accordingly
setting the visual modality weight to 0.0, results in the ADAHMM system. By
comparing the phone recognition accuracy at the optimum weight value in the
CDB-AD-FHMM system with the ADAHMM system, it can be seen that the
recognition is improved relatively by 3.7% in average which is smaller than the
improvement gain in the CDB-EX-FHMM system compared with the EAHMM
system. This also suggests that in this system, audio models are more reliable
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Figure 6.9: Phone recognition accuracy of CDB-AD-FHMM system with different
weighting parameter for each stream on the tuning and testing sets of the two
defined configurations on AV-DB-AM-ENG
and more powerful.
6.5.6 FHMM performance under different acoustic noise
conditions
In this section, the robustness of our proposed approach is evaluated in different
noise conditions. The noise is added to the audio source of the video recordings
with various signal to noise ratios (SNR) and perform phone recognition exper-
iments with different audio-visual weights. The QUT-NOISE database [22] is
utilised for this purpose.
The QUT-NOISE [22] dataset is designed for performance evaluation of speech
processing algorithms across different levels of noise recordings. In this dataset
five noise scenarios were considered, where for each scenario, two locations were
used for recording environment noise. Two sessions were conducted for recording
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Figure 6.10: An overview of the structure of the QUT-NOISE-TIMIT corpus of
noisy speech recordings [22]
the noise in each location which resulted in total of 20 noise recordings. Figure
6.10 demonstrates the structure of the QUT-Noise corpus.
For the experiments of this research, the noise recordings of HOME-LIVINGB
sessions of the QUT-NOISE database are utilised. The reason is that one of the
applications of audio visual speech recognition systems is for video chats which
usually take place in home environments where there is TV noise, kitchen noise,
etc. The noise data are added to AV-DB-AM-ENG recordings with different SNR
levels. The first session of each recording is used for tuning the model parameters
and the second session is used for testing.
Figure 6.11 shows the average of phone recognition performance of the proposed
audio-visual systems across different weights of audio/visual streams on tuning
data in different SNR levels of noise. The figure shows that all the audio visual
approaches for phone recognition benefit from visual information in different noise
environments. Setting the audio weight to 0.0, all three audio visual systems turn
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Figure 6.11: The average phone recognition accuracy of different audio visual
models across different weights of audio/visual streams in different SNRs
into visual only phone recognition systems. By increasing the audio weight, the
phone recognition accuracy is increased up to an optimum point, after which
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the performance degrades until the audio weight is set to 1.0. This shows that
the optimum phone recognition performance is achieved when both sources of
information are used together.
Secondly, it can be noticed that in all three systems, the optimum audio weight
in high noise levels is generally lower. For example, in the JAVHMM system, the
optimum audio weight is around 0.7 for SNR0, while this value is around 0.8 for
SNR15. This trend is also observable in CDB-EX-FHMM and CDB-AD-FHMM
systems where the optimum audio weight is around 0.8 for SNR0 and 0.9 for
SNR15. The reason is that when the audio noise is high, visual information can
compensate the errors introduced by noise in the audio source and can provide
more benefit compared with low levels of noise in which the audio source can
function with more reliability.
Finally, comparing three systems to each other, the optimum audio/visual weight
is different for the same noise levels. Generally, the best phone recognition per-
formance for JAVHMM is achieved with lower audio weights. For example con-
sidering SNR0, the best phone recognition accuracy is achieved for JAVHMM at
audio weight set to 0.7. However, for CDB-EX-FHMM, it is somewhere between
0.7 and 0.8. Also, in CDB-AD-FHMM it is around 0.8. In higher noise levels,
a similar behaviour can be observed for these systems. As described previously,
the JAVHMM system relies on the audio data of the given audio visual database,
while the CDB-EX-FHMM system uses external audio data and creates a more
powerful initial audio model. As a result, audio modality is more reliable in this
system and its weight becomes higher compared to the JAVHMM system. In
CDB-AD-FHMM an extra audio adaptation is also performed on the initial a-
coustic models trained on external large audio databases, which makes them even
more powerful and this makes the audio modality more reliable. Thus the audio
weight is generally greater than the other two systems.
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with post training across different audio/visual weights on tuning set
6.5.7 Cross database training of FHMMs with post train-
ing
In FHMM training, it is assumed that the audio modality is the dominant source.
This assumption is true to a great extent, as for the process of speech recognition
the audio source contains more information for speech perception. In other ap-
plications like speaker recognition, this assumption may not be true. As a result,
in FHMM training, state transition probabilities are purely based on audio ob-
servations. Thus, when appending the visual GMMs to the pre-trained acoustic
HMMs, the state transition probabilities are not updated.
In this section, the performance of cross database training of FHMMs with post
training is evaluated. In this approach, the FHMMs that are created by cross
database training are considered as initialised HMMs. Then an extra joint train-
ing step is performed using the Baum-Welch re-estimation algorithm. Up to three
re-estimation steps are considered in this experiment.
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CDB-EX-FHMM
CDB-EX-FHMM with post training
1st iteration 2nd iteration 3rd iteration
Phone recognition
48.96 50.89 50.52 50.39
accuracy (%)
Table 6.2: Phone recognition accuracy of the post trained CDB-EX-FHMMs
evaluated on the test set
Figure 6.12 shows the performance of the proposed approach across different
audio/visual weights on the tuning set. It includes the results of phone recognition
using models trained up to three re-estimation steps. It also includes the results
of the base cross-database training approach. As the figure suggests, the proposed
post training approach outperforms the baseline cross database training approach
by around relative 24% in terms of phone recognition on the tuning set. The best
tuning parameters are then used to report the phone recognition performance on
the test set and the results are provided in Table 6.2.
As the table suggests, by post training of the cross database trained FHMMs, the
phone recognition is also improved on the test set. However, this improvement
is not comparable to that of the tuning set. While the best performance of the
proposed approach is improved by around 24% relative compared to the baseline
approach on the tuning data, this improvement is around 4% on the test set.
One reason could be an overtraining issue that happens as a result of multiple
training steps of the HMM models. It is observable in the table that multiple
iterations of parameter re-estimation also degrades the performance of phone
recognition. As a result, the proposed approach does not seem to differ too much
with the baseline cross database training approach, despite slightly improving
the phone recognition performance. It can be concluded that the audio modality,
which is considered as the dominant modality for speech recognition purposes,
has much more influence in finding the state transition probabilities. That’s why
the phone recognition performance does not differ too much when the parameters
get updated by joint training after being initialised by the cross database training
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approach.
6.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a review of existing approaches to audio visual speech recognition
was provided. Multi-stream HMMs were described in detail as the most exten-
sively used multi-modal speech recognition models with particular emphasis on
synchronous HMMs. Different training methods of these models were also de-
scribed. Particularly, fused HMM adaptation were explained as a state-of-the-art
technique for training acoustic HMMs and adapting them to visual data.
Cross-database training was proposed as a novel method to incorporate extensive
audio databases in training a powerful audio model and adapting it to the visual
data of a given audio visual database with comparatively smaller annotated data
to train an audio visual model based on the fused HMM adaptation technique.
This is mainly important because there are many publicly available and annotated
audio databases that can be used to boost the performance of audio visual speech
recognition and the presented approach provides a suitable framework for this
purpose. It was shown that this approach is superior than the original fused HMM
adaptation technique, which made use of a single audio visual database. Results
show that our proposed approach improves the phone recognition accuracy by
29% relative compared with the audio visual HMMs, which are jointly trained
using internal audio and visual data of the given audio-visual database. It also
outperformed the internal audio models trained on internal audio data of the given
audio-visual database by 46% relative and external audio models trained on large
amount of audio data of external audio databases by 5.5% relative respectively.
Based on the proposed technique, audio adaptation is also performed using the
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MLLR technique before visual adaptation of the external audio models, which
were trained on extensive audio data of external audio databases. By so do-
ing, parameters of the audio visual HMMs are updated according to the audio
observations of the given audio visual database, which was not incorporated in
the previous approach. This approach also showed noticeable improvement over
the previous approach and provided improvements in phone recognition accuracy.
This method resulted in 3.7% relative phone recognition improvement over the
audio models which were first trained on large external audio databases and then
adapted to the audio data of the given audio visual database. It is also 10.3%
relatively superior than the original cross-database training approach.
A set of experiments was performed to explore the effectiveness of the proposed
cross-database training approach in different noise conditions, namely on SNR
levels equal to 0,5,10 and 15. The results showed that by adjusting the weight
of each stream in the proposed models of audio visual phone recognition, we are
able to provide robustness to the system and empower our system in different
noise conditions. Especially, using the proposed approach was shown to be more
beneficial in highly noisy environments. This weight adjustment basically means
varying the importance of each stream. This enables us to increase the visual
modality importance and rely more on the lip movements of the speaker when
there is acoustic noise. It was also observed that the joint training approach
benefits from visual modality more than the cross database training approach, as
the latter has more reliable acoustic models.
We also proposed post training of cross database trained FHMMs to update all
the parameters of the phone models including the state transition probabilities.
While the proposed approach had a clearly better performance on the tuning
data, it didn’t have the same effect on the test data. However, it performed
slightly better than the baseline cross database training approach. One reason
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Audio visual spoken term
detection
7.1 Introduction
This chapter utilises the audio visual phone recognition approaches, as described
in the previous chapter, in the DMLS system to investigate the effect of visual
information on STD performance. In the previous chapter, it was shown that
using visual information helps to improve phone recognition accuracy, especially
in noisy environments. In particular, cross-database training using fused HMM
adaptation was proposed to tackle the problem of low-resourced audio-visual data.
We will extend our audio visual models to be used in STD systems and report
the results of a variety of STD experiments in this chapter. While this is a short
chapter, it builds upon the work presented in the earlier chapters and because
there is considerable discussion of the application of audio visual speech to STD,
it is presented in a separate chapter.
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Figure 7.1: The grammar diagram of the word spotting system proposed by Liu
et al. [72]. This diagram contains N keywords models which are complemented
by M filler models.
7.2 Related work
There has been little investigation on incorporating visual information in STD
systems so far. Liu et al. [72] suggested an early integration strategy for com-
bining audio and visual information for the task of word spotting. In this work,
MFCC features were extracted as audio features. Visual features were extracted
by applying PCA and LDA on the extracted mouth regions. Audio and visual
features were then concatenated to form the audio-visual feature vectors. A single
stream HMM was trained using the audio-visual feature vectors. In their work,
the goal was to detect a pre-specified set of keywords in a collection of speech
recordings. Their word spotting system contained a network of keyword models
and also a number of non-keyword filler models as shown in Figure 7.1.
The decision regarding acceptance or rejection of a word as the keyword was
made through calculation of the likelihood ratio of the recognised word, which is
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defined as,




where Oji is the observation sequence ith frame to jth frame, P (O
j
i |Wk) is the likeli-
hood score of the observation sequence from keyword modelWk, and P (O
j
i |Filler)
is the likelihood score from the filler model. By thresholding this likelihood ra-
tio score, the accept/reject decision is made. The results of the experiments in
this study showed that in noisy conditions, the audio visual keyword spotting
system outperforms the audio-only system. However, in clean conditions, their
performances were quite similar in terms of the FOM metric.
In another attempt, Liu et al. [68] proposed an audio visual keyword spotting
system for a robot. Obviously, robots should be able to work in real-world situ-
ations and an important aspect of such systems that should be dealt with is the
presence of noise. In their work, a parallel two-step word recognition system was
utilised based on acoustic and visual keyword candidates, which generates corre-
sponding acoustic and visual scores for each keyword candidate. They applied a
decision fusion approach which generated optimal weights for combining acoustic
and visual contributions under diverse noise conditions. A neural network was
utilised for this purpose, which was responsible for generating the weights of the
scores of each model based on reliabilities of the two modalities. Their experi-
ments showed that the decision fusion of the scores of the audio and visual speech
recognition models for keyword spotting significantly improves the noise robust-
ness and provides better performance than the feature fusion-based audio visual
spotter. Liu et al. [69] also proposed an audio visual keyword spotting system for
the Mandarin language which was the same as the audio-visual keyword spotting
framework in their previous work [68]. In this work, an appearance-based dis-
criminative local spatial-temporal descriptor was proposed to extract robust and
discriminative patterns related to the lips. They claimed that this approach was
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better than geometric features traditionally extracted from lip images as visual
features for speech recognition. They concluded that their approach is robust to
noise compared with feature fusion and audio only keyword spotting systems.
Although these approaches have shown that audio-visual fusion is superior than
acoustic keyword spotting, their set of search terms were specified at the indexing
stage, since they needed to model the keywords before the search stage. This
limits the search system and does not provide an open vocabulary search. On the
other hand, they could not improve the search accuracy in clean conditions. In
this research, the goal is to provide an open vocabulary search. Moreover, we will
investigate effective approaches to improve STD performance, not only in noisy
conditions, but also in clean environments.
7.3 Audio visual STD system description
Our audio visual STD system is based on the DMLS system described in Chapter
3. Speech segments are passed to the phone recognition engine in the indexing
stage where the recognised lattices of phones are traversed to find hypothesised
phone sequences and create a phone sequence database (SDB). The search stage
then decomposes the query term into its phone constituents and uses the SDB to
find similar sequences by applying the MED measure.
7.3.1 Indexing
The indexing stage of the audio-visual STD system exploits audio and visual
information of the video segments and performs phone recognition. Thirty nine
dimensional PLP features were extracted as audio features as described in Table
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3.2. For extracting visual features, we utilised LDA features as described in 2.2.3.
In order to do this, the FLK method [76] was used to detect the lip region in
each frame. These images were then reshaped to 40× 40 images and the mean of
the images were then removed to avoid noise. In the next step, 100 dimensional
DCT features were extracted from each image according to the zig-zag approach.
Finally, DCT features of seven consecutive frames were concatenated, centring
at each frame, and the LDA method was applied on the concatenated feature
vectors to extract the 60 dimensional feature vector for each frame.
Three different methods which were introduced in the previous chapter are used
for audio visual phone recognition:
1. Jointly trained widely adopted two-stream HMM (JAVHMM system),
trained using audio-visual data of the given audio-visual database.
2. Cross database trained FHMM models, which use external audio models
(CDB-EX-FHMM system) adapted on visual data of the given audio-visual
database
3. Cross database trained FHMM models which, use external audio models
(CDB-AD-FHMM system) adapted on audio and visual data of the given
audio-visual database
Each video segment is passed to each of the three audio-visual phone recognition
systems. The resulting lattices provide a network of recognised phones, which are
then used for producing a rich database of hypothesised phone sequences. The
result is a collection of phone sequences with corresponding timing information
and scores of the recognition engine.
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7.3.2 Search
In the search stage, the query term is decomposed into its phoneme constituents
using a pronunciation lexicon. Letter-to-sound rules are applied in the case of out-
of-vocabulary search terms. The difference between the target phone sequence
and each indexed phone sequence is calculated using the minimum edit distance
(MED) criteria. If the difference is lower than a pre-specified threshold value,
then the putative occurrence is emitted as a detected occurrence.
The MED is defined as the minimum possible sum of the costs of phone substi-
tution, insertion and deletion errors that transform the indexed phone sequence
into the target phone sequence, and is calculated using dynamic programming
[128]. Costs of phone substitution, insertion and deletion errors are learned from
tuning data by using the confusion matrix from the recognised lattices.
7.4 Experimental results
7.4.1 Training and testing datasets
The audio-visual database of spoken American English (AVDBAE) [110], which
was described in the previous chapter, is selected for audio visual STD. In the
indexing stage, the phone recognition systems introduced in the previous chapter
are used. The same configurations described in the previous chapter (Section 6.1)
are used and DMLS cost functions were trained using the tuning sets, and the
systems were evaluated on the defined test sets. For STD evaluation, a total of
26, 6-phone and 8-phone terms, are chosen randomly from a pool of words that
occur at least once in the test set to calculate FOM.
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Table 7.1: The average of the best STD performance on the test sets for different
systems
IAHMM JAVHMM CDB-EX-FHMM CDB-AD-FHMM
FOM 0.223 0.24 0.567 0.67
7.4.2 Audio visual STD in clean environments
In this section, we will investigate if the improvement achieved in phone recog-
nition using visual information in addition to audio information is repeated for
STD performance. We will compare the STD performance of audio visual sys-
tems proposed in the previous chapter with the performance of the audio only
system, which uses the audio data of the given audio visual database for training
acoustic models.
Table 7.1 denotes the average STD performance of the audio visual systems on the
search terms as well as the audio-only system in terms of FOM metric. The results
show that all audio visual systems outperform the audio only STD system. This
suggests that phone recognition improvement in the indexing stage is translated
into STD performance improvement when adding visual information in the form
of lip movements of the speakers.
The STD accuracy of JAVHMM, which uses the joint training method to esti-
mate HMM parameters from the training data, is improved by 7.6% compared to
the audio-only system which shows that visual information has a positive effect
on STD performance, as it has the same effect on phone recognition accuracy.
Comparing the CDB-EX-FHMM approach with JAVHMM suggests that cross
database training has a substantial effect on STD performance. It can be seen
that the performance of the CDB-EX-FHMM system is more than twice better
than that of JAVHM. This implies that the CDB-EX-FHHM models generate
more accurate phone lattices from speech segments in the database, which not
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only shows the importance of visual information, but also highlights the power of
merging the external audio databases with internal audio visual data of the given
audio visual database in the process of training. The CDB-AD-FHMM system
has the best performance among audio visual systems. It also had the best phone
recognition performance as shown in the experiments of the previous chapter. As
a result, it can be concluded that cross database training of audio visual HMMs
with acoustic adaptation provides better indexing and it directly influences the
STD performance.
7.4.3 Audio visual STD in noisy environments
The QUT-NOISE dataset is used to add noise recordings to the speech segments.
Similar to the phone recognition experiments in the previous chapter, the HOME-
LIVING scenario of this dataset is used. The reason is that one of the most likely
applications of audio visual STD is to search for spoken words in video chats
which usually take place in home area. The noise recordings of the first session
are added to the tuning set for tuning decoding parameters and training cost
functions of the DMLS system. The second session was added to the test set
for evaluation purposes. Noise recordings are added to the original recordings at
SNR levels of 0, 5, 10, and 15.
Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 report the results of STD experiments using the mentioned
systems in the indexing stage. As the figures show, by increasing the weight of
the audio stream from 0.0 (which represents the visual-only system) in audio
visual models, the accuracy of both STD systems increases until it reaches an
optimum point. After that, the performance gets degraded until the audio weight
is set to 1.0, which represents the audio only STD performance that is less than
the optimum performance. It clearly shows that in all noise conditions, visual
modality is helpful for the task of STD.
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Figure 7.3: The STD accuracy (FOM) of CDB-EX-FHMM system in different
noise situations.
As the figures show, for the JAVHMM system, the best audio weight for high
noise levels (SNR0) is at 0.6, while this value is equal to 0.8 for low levels of
noise. The same behaviour is observed for CDB-EX-FHMM. This means that
environments with high noise get more benefit from incorporating visual modal-
ity in STD. However, comparing all systems at the same time, we can see that
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Figure 7.4: The STD accuracy (FOM) of CDB-AD-FHMM system in different
noise situations.
similar to the results of phone recognition experiments in the previous chapter,
the best performance of CDB-AD-FHMM and CDB-EX-FHMM systems is gen-
erally achieved with higher audio weight. For example, in SNR=15, the best
performance of the CDB-EX-FHMM system is achieved when the audio weight
is set to 0.9 while for JAVHMM it is set to 0.8. This suggests that the audio
models created in CDB-AD-FHMM and CDB-EX-FHMM systems are more pow-
erful than those of JAVHMM and therefore, it shows that visual modality is more
helpful when a smaller amount of audio data is available. Again, the best STD
performances belong to the CDB-AD-FHMM system, which was the most accu-
rate system in the indexing stage. However, as it creates more powerful acoustic
models by adapting the external audio models on internal audio observations, the
audio weight is comparatively higher compared to other audio visual models.
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7.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, we proposed using visual information in addition to audio infor-
mation by applying audio visual phone recognition in the indexing stage for open
vocabulary STD. The accuracy of different audio visual systems was evaluated on
the test data of an audio visual dataset and it was compared with a system that
was only based on audio observations. The results showed that joint training of
audio visual SHMMs leads to 7.5% improvement in STD accuracy. This improve-
ment was the result of better indexing by using visual information in addition
to audio information for phone recognition. We also used our proposed meth-
ods for cross database training of FHMMs. Results of the experiments showed
that the proposed approaches result in a significant improvement over the joint
training approach. It was found that using external audio databases in addition
to internal audio visual observations of the given audio visual database is an ef-
fective approach for STD, which in fact was the result of more accurate lattice
generation in the indexing stage for phone recognition. The results show that the
best STD performance belongs to the cross database training of FHMMs with
acoustic model adaptation on the internal audio data of the given audio visual
database (CDB-AD-FHMM system).
STD experiments were also performed on noisy data to investigate the robustness
of our proposed approaches. Similar to the results of the phone recognition ex-
periments in the previous chapter, it was observed that in high noise conditions
for the audio source, visual modality becomes more important. This importance
could be captured using the weighting factor in multi-stream HMMs that deter-
mines the importance of each modality in an audio visual HMM. Despite the fact
that all audio visual systems benefit from visual modality in more acoustic noise
environments, it was shown that cross database training approaches have a lower
audio weight in the best performing set of parameters. The reason is that the
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audio models that are created by cross database training (both external audio
models and adapted audio models), are superior to the audio models that are
trained solely on internal audio observations of the given audio visual database
in terms of phone recognition. This makes them rely more on audio modality
compared to the joint training method, which benefits from visual modality more
than the other systems. Nevertheless, in all audio visual systems visual informa-
tion is found to be helpful in STD performance, particularly in the environments
where the audio source is contaminated with noise.
Joint training of HMMs was also performed to incorporate visual information in
speech models. As an alternative, the recently proposed cross-database training
method was used for multi-modal speech modelling. Through a set of experi-
ments, it was shown that as it was shown before, the phone recognition accuracy
is increased by audio visual modelling compared with audio-only speech models.
STD evaluation was then performed to investigate the effect of visual information
in STD performance. Results showed that visual information is indeed useful for
STD. It was also shown that using visual information provides phone recognition





This chapter summarises the contributions identified as a result of this research.
The main goal in this research was to investigate any source of information that
could help to improve the performance of the state-of-the-art phonetic STD sys-
tems, with focus on the accuracy of the STD systems rather than the search
speed. Within this scope, the summary below is provided with respect to the
three main steps taken to investigate other sources of information for improving
STD performance.
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8.2 Effect of language models on STD perfor-
mance
Chapter 3 provided the description of the baseline STD system used in this re-
search. The DMLS system was introduced as a phonetic STD system, which
performs the query search in two main stages: indexing and search. In the index-
ing stage, acoustic and language models are used to decode speech segments and
create a phone sequence database from decoded segments. The search stage is
then responsible for matching the indexed phone sequences in the database with
the phone sequence of the query term.
Various n-gram language models were tested in indexing stage and their effect on
indexing accuracy and STD accuracy were evaluated. It was shown that using
language models definitely helps phone recognition which leads to better indexing.
However, this improvement did not completely translate to the STD performance.
In fact, it was observed that the frequency of the search term in the indexed
documents plays an important role in STD performance. We incorporated the
frequency of the search term as an additional source of information in the STD
system which was effectively accomplished by considering the language model
probability of the search term. This was done by switching off the usage of
language models in the indexing stage when searching for less frequent words
(rare terms) and switching it on for the more frequent words (common terms).
Through a set of experiments, it was depicted that the STD performance is
increased by this hybrid, switched-language model approach.
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8.3 Topic dependent STD
The topic of the speech segments was considered as another source of information
for improving the performance of STD systems. We proposed two approaches to
incorporate the topic information into the baseline STD system.
In the first approach, topic dependent language models were created to model
the documents of each topic. Each speech segment was then indexed using its
topic dependent language model. These indexed databases are then aggregated
to form the final phone sequence database. The same search process is applied
on the query terms in the search stage. Through a set of experiments, it was
shown that the accuracy of the phone recognition is improved in general by using
topic dependent language models in the indexing stage. For the topics with
language models that have better perplexity compared to the general language
model perplexity on their test set, the phone recognition improvement was higher
which indicates the positive effect of language models on phone recognition. It
was shown that this improvement is repeated for STD performance. Better topic
dependent language models result in better STD accuracy by providing more
reasonable recognition scores in the indexing stage which can lead to more true
acceptance and less false alarms and results in better STD accuracy.
In the second approach, the topic of the indexed documents was used in the
search stage. The distance between the indexed phone sequences in the SDB and
the target phone sequence was refined by using the language model probability
of the search term in the context of the indexed document. If the search term is
a frequent word according to the topic of the indexed phone sequence, compared
to general text, then the distance is reduced by a novel technique to make it more
likely to be accepted by the system as a hit. Otherwise, the distance is increased
and it becomes less likely to get accepted as a true occurrence of the search term.
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This method of MED refinement appeared to improve the performance of the
STD system.
8.4 Audio visual STD
The third source of information which was investigated for STD was the visual
information in the form of lip movements of the speaker. We incorporated visual
information in the indexing stage to provide better phone recognition accuracy.
In a typical audio visual speech recognition system, the visual front end section
is responsible for lip detection and tracking and then extracting features from lip
images. The lip detection performance of Viola-Jones (VJ), which is a widely used
approach for face and lip detection in independent image frames, was compared
with the performance of Fourier Lucas Kanade (FLK), which has been presented
more recently for lip tracking. The FLK method detects the region of interest
(ROI) in the current frame based on a template, which is provided manually in
the first image. The template is updated in each frame for ROI detection in the
next frame. Therefore, if the ROI is detected with errors, it will be propagated
when updating the template and as the number of frames goes up, ROI detection
performs more poorly. A semi-supervised approach was suggested, which updates
the template whenever the ROI is falsely detected. By so doing, the performance
of FLK showed improvement compared to the VJ algorithm. We performed
visual speech recognition based on the detected ROIs of the two approaches on
two datasets. It appeared that the performance of both systems is similar in
controlled capturing conditions. However, the FLK approach outperformed the
VJ approach in terms of visual speech recognition accuracy in noisy conditions,
where there are illumination changes, facial expressions, etc. This implies that the
semi-supervised FLK approach performs better in noisy environments. However,
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it is achieved at the cost of manually inspecting the extracted ROIs and updating
the ROI in the image in which the ROI is not correctly detected.
The second and third stages in audio visual speech recognition systems are vi-
sual feature extraction and voice activity detection, which are usually done to
detect active periods of speech in the given recordings. Sixty dimensional hier-
archical linear discriminant analysis (LDA) features were extracted to represent
visual observations. Patch-based optical flow (POF) features were proposed for
audio visual voice activity detection. POF features were extracted by calculating
the mean of the optical flow of each patch in each consecutive pair of images
in a recording. The top 10 patches with the highest variance in the recording
are selected to be inserted in the final feature vector plus the mean of the all
patches to include the overall optical flow. A decision fusion-based audio visual
VAD approach based on complete linkage clustering was applied on the final set
of audio visual features. The results of the experiments show that both POF
and LDA features perform similarly for audio visual VAD. Considering the low
dimensionality of the POF features, they are more preferable for audio visual
VAD.
The last and the most important stage in audio visual phone recognition, is phone
modelling. We proposed a variety of methods for audio visual phone modelling.
Cross database training was proposed to make use of external large audio databas-
es and alleviate the problem of low resourced annotated audio visual databases.
In the proposed approach, acoustic phone hidden Markov models (HMM) are cre-
ated using external large audio databases and then they are adapted to the visual
observations of the given audio visual database within a continuous fused HMM
(FHMM) framework. This approach outperformed the joint training method of
synchronous HMMs to a large extent in terms of phone recognition accuracy.
As another attempt, the external acoustic HMMs were first adapted to the au-
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dio observations of the given audio visual database and then FHMM adaptation
was applied on the audio HMMs to provide audio visual HMMs. This technique
improved the phone recognition further compared to the cross-database training
technique, which did not involve acoustic adaptation. It can be concluded that
both audio and visual observations of the given audio visual database can con-
tribute to produce a more accurate audio visual model by adapting the external
audio models on the internal audio data in the first step and then adapting the
resulting models on the internal visual observations in the second step.
We also proposed post training of the FHMMs that were trained by means of
the cross database approach using the Baum Welch algorithm to re-estimate all
parameters of FHMMs. In cross database training, the state transition probabil-
ities are estimated using external audio data. With post training, it is possible
to retrain both audio and visual GMMs as well as the state transition proba-
bilities. In other words, the cross database training approach is performed to
initialise audio visual HMMs instead of the Viterbi algorithm and then the stan-
dard Baum-Welch training procedure is applied to re-estimate the parameters of
the initialised audio visual HMMs. While the proposed approach had a clearly
better performance on the tuning data, it didn’t have the same effect on the test
data. However, it performed slightly better than the baseline cross database train-
ing approach. One reason could be the overfitting issue introduced by multiple
training steps performed on phone models.
Through a set of experiments, it was shown that audio visual STD systems which
use audio visual phone recognition in the indexing stage have better STD per-
formance. The best performance belongs to the FHMMs trained using cross
database training and also adapted on acoustic data of the given audio visual
database. It was also shown that the visual influence in this system is relatively
lower than that of jointly trained audio visual HMMs, and the acoustic HMMs
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that are created initially using external large databases are more reliable. Never-
theless, the benefit of visual modality to STD performance was validated in both
clean and noisy environments.
8.5 Future Directions
This thesis provided a number of novel contributions to the field of audio visual
spoken term detection. Avenues for additional future research are listed below:
• The definition of rare terms and common terms in the hybrid switched-
LM approach proposed in this research for using language models wisely
for STD plays an important role. As a future work, the threshold of the
language model probability for defining query terms as rare or common
could be learned from training data.
• In the work presented for topic dependent spoken term detection in this
research, it was assumed that the topic of speech segments in the database
was known before indexing. As a future work, this topic could be inferred
from the audio information to study its front-end effect on the final STD
system.
• In this research, cross database training was proposed to make the phone
recognition and STD systems robust against acoustic noise. It would be
interesting to investigate the same approach in the presence of visual noise,
where there are illumination changes or bad video quality, to see if visual
modality could still be beneficial.
• Recently, deep neural networks have attracted considerable attention from
many researchers. It would be interesting to combine audio and visual
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information using deep neural networks and compare the results with the
findings of this research.
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